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Art thou, O sweet historian of the heart!
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ive; and free constitutional government
in Greece did not really begin till 1862.
Fifty years of freedom has doubled the

the
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he

of the ancient dominion.

tract

entitled,
—¢ A Plea for Zenana Women ;”

.

a university with twelve hundred students.
| But modern Greece is only a fragment

There are mill-

describing what
a Zenana is, as well as
the peculiar and interesting work of fur- apparent. For some of us the tree is
nishing instruction to these fifty millions of: growing that will give the boards from

He

which to build it;

BY REY. A. HOUGHTON.
£
in hopeless bondage by the brutal Turk.
| —
Di
;
Would it not be well for them also to
Mr. Gladstone introduces his discussion | throw off the Turkish yoke? It was this

of life: This address was concluded by
the reading of a most interesting and encouragin g letter, addressed to the Society
by Mrs. J. L. Phillips. The reportof the
Secretary followed. This report gave in

casket is already finished,

brief an account of the work of the Socié-

Glad, or sorry, we can not hinder our destiny.
I know not the time, nor how, nor

Factor

in

the

ions of Greek-speaking people

of the ** Hellenic

Eastern

she
ny

Question,” by a reference to a then re- | jap assembly ini the “Poyk
cent public meeting of ten thousand | Gladstone refers, and itis

at Athens.

Such

thought which brought together the popu-

to which Mr.
to-day matter

i

Greeksin the Pnyx

a's

meeting had not been known

ied
2 all

two thousand years. It was the sponta- draw out our sympathies toward
neous expression of a people demanding | Greek. The Greek influence upon

in

th2

a | of interest to philanthropists on both conlast | tinents.

There are

many

things

which

the
the

civil liberty, not only for themselves,
but | gqr]y history of our religion is still felt,
for their race. Such popular \gatheringly and we recognize a sort of kinship with
of the Greeks. wero common in the days | (he men who were the first exponents of
. of Pericles, and for tires

hundred

years | our faith, and who made

the

first rough

ty for the year, ending with

the shop

of

the

yea, for

some of us

and

undertaker

of the Journal containing the reports of the
proceedingslof the American Board. The edition
is exhapsted, and ordersfi r (thousands of
copies
“remain unsatisfied. Hi
re of
daily busi ness

its occu-

pant. The silver plate is only waiting for
the engraver to add the name and date.
Are you glad of this, or are you sorry?

this ee:

where, but,

appeal—** Dear Sisters of the Church : Do

this I do know : the days of our

lives are sot

we remember we are not our own, bat
that all we have and all we are belongs
to Him who has bought us with a price?
Is not the cause a worthy one? Can thepe

subtracted away.

What a

sad thing for one to be unprepared when
that change comes!
Oh, to be obliged to
go out into an’existence for which we are.
not ready, and
whom we dread

be any one of us who can not devote “i
cents a week of the Lord’s money 0 cars

meet thy

to meet a judge before
to stand!
¢ Prepare to

God.”

Some

sweet

singer

casts of our creeds. As the old pagan to our waiting sisters in India the sd |” in verse my thought :
of great joy whi
The-aheient—Athenian—seems-to.—have.L. poetry-of- Greece; -which—peopled--at—her|-11dings

has:

later.
nt.

opi

inhaled the spirit of liberty with the air he hills and groves and springs with - count- freely to us? It surely seems a small
breathed. Dim tradition tells of elective Jess divinities, has sung itself into the| . part God has given us to do, compared
kings in the earliest times of Attica,and the

ordinances of Draco and the laws of Solon
made the firm foundation for her future

political glory.

In the

struggle

with

Persia the * self-denying, romantic, successful bravery of Athens” placed her at
the head of the Ionian confederacy. The
recent gathering in the Pnyx is a fresh
reminderto every student of history of
what the Greek has done and of what he
has suffered ; for that guthering was only
an expression of the fondest dream of the

‘Greek,
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all
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representatives

sides. of the

Zgean

may one day regain their ancient freedom; and lovers of liberty, of art,
and of letters in both hemispheres, feel
a deep sympathy with that Athenian
dream. In 146 B. C. the iron grip of

ec.
{ the
, and
, bo-

the

both

the Roman
|

Greece.

power throttled the liberty

Her ancient glory, her

of

suprem-

acy in art and letters swifily declined,and
yet, intellectually, she

ruled

the Roman

and the world for thousand years. When
Christianity appeared,the Greek language
was the only fitting medium through
which to express its higher teaching.
Christianity owes much of its early success, on the human side, to Roman roads,

and the protection of the Roman ensign;
but she is equally indebted to the copiousness and flexibility of the Greek language.
In

its

literature,

and

in

its

formulas,

minds

of

men

through

the

literature

of all ages, so the pious devotion ot
the Christian Greek, voicing itself alike
in its ‘* apologies” and its martyrdoms,
still touches the hearts of men, and
makes the cords of a pure human sympathy vibrate with a sweeter music than
that of Sappho’s lyre. There are some

things also in the present Greek religion
which afford a basis for sympathy. The
Greek Church has always withstood the
arrogant assumptions of the church of
Rome. Indeed, she is the original protestant church, since she offered the earliest formidable resistance to papal encroachments upon the individual conscience. In her forms of worship she re- *
jects all the images and much of the tin-

selry, which still disfigure the Romish
churches, and bases her ritual largely on
the Scriptures. Her form of baptism is
immersion,

and her history and traditions

indicate that it has always been so since
the times of the apostles. Upon the student in art or literature the Greek

has

a

special claim for sympathy, for he bas
furnished the models which are still the
acknowledged types of excellence, both
in art and in letters. But there is a broader basis for sympathy than all these :—the
common love of libérty and the aspiration
for independence. This aspiration is already partially realized ; the hope of the
Greek is for its complete consummation.
The love of liberty is the same on the

Christianity became a Greek religion.
The creed, out of which all modern orthodox creeds have sprung, was develop- broad continent of America, on the pared in the channels of Grecian thought, row peninsula of Greece, and along the
and took shape from Grecian philosophy.
shores of the Levant. Those ancient,
—For-centuries
later the Greek was the in- | ~classic coasts-are now-awaiting-the-dawn{
tellectual master of Europe. If the em- of a larger liberty, and of a purer religpire, of which Constantinople became the ion. We bespeak for the Greek some
capitol, could have kept its firm balance warm place in the heart of every Chrisupon Roman law and Grecian literature, tian patriot, for the dream of reconstructit would have been the grandest and most ed Greece, with more than the ancient
powerful . empire which the world has freedom anda better than the ancient
seen. But, when the Turk came into faith, is not a chimera; and it is quite
Europe as a robber and plunderer, he possible that the Russian, who helped tofixed his eye upon the fair city on the secure the independence of southern

Bosphorus, and the fat fields which

made

her fair. It was like the touch of a viper. The life of Europe was poisoned by
the contact,and the dream of Eastern civ-

ilization was rudely blasted. Upon the
sensitive Greek it fell with peculiar force.
Not only were his liberties taken away,

Greece fifty years ago,

history.

aggressions of Russia,

that degradation

on

his

victorious passage through the Bosphorus

* Had it not been for the
of Kast

and

West,

rethe

returned

from

work to make a report. This was received with much favor by the audience.
This was followed by the reading of a letter from one of our returned Missionaries,

which was made the text of an earnest
appeal to the ladies present to aid inthe
work of sending the Gospel to our **benighted sisters.” Remarks followed by

for an houror an hour'and a half is iy
made out and filled. Every such mibeting will prove, as the one just reported
has, a special means of grace.

and

to

had occasionly been talked of, and it was

meeting on the third Sabbath in Nov.
the ladies for that purpose,

sponded with a hearty ¢ Amen ;” and the

centurieg,he has

work of preparation commenced.
all new to the ladies, and
3
Sr

and

the

he

work

to
re:

It was
was

mission field as they struggle for positions’ of ~
worldly: honor and affluence? -When . will
parents consecrate their sons and .danghters to
missionary work as they. search for rare open--

|-

that has been held.

It was

presided

over

well

at-

influence and honor?.
as

and amusements?

When

they ive

When

will

they learn to deny themselves for the work of °
God as they deny themselves for such earthly
objects as are dear to their hearts? Or, rather,.
when will they count it no self-denial, but the:
highest joy and privilege, to give with the ut--

most ‘liberality for the fpread of the gospel
among the heathen ?— Se ted

The

above

selection, bigs

to mind a+

calculation made by’ Rey, Dr. Treat, late
Secretary of the Americ

|“ Board, as long:

ago as 1844,'and quoted in one of’ the pa--

forces at Work, and so inDOWET Ofthe theharvests,
| crease
that a nation shall in—

called

from

In-

forth cries for more

some,

action from others.
were thought to be

by the church.

for more

church

Public amusements
too little considered

One.

speaker

suggested

that if jthe clergy went
to the theaters
more that would tend to cleanse and purify

the stage! Another

told a goud

story.

him.

question—The re-adjustments,if any,desirable, in the relation between Church and
State, The general opinion was Church
and State must not be separated,

would determine

of Convocation.

the

Canon

Ryle

Supreme Court of appedl
for lawyers were bet-

be heard by the laity

sitting in Convocation.
Mr. Raike, M. P.,
declared the province of the Church to be
conscience, no State law

could

bind

that.

Earl Nelson said the ‘alternative was readjustment
or
disestablishment.
The
Bishop of Grahamstown affirmed
that
nothing on earth could induce him to put
his neck under, ;the yoke of such

an

estab-

lishment a8, existed in England.
The
position of voluntary schools undér the
Eddcation Acts of 1870 and 1876 ‘was said
to be hopeful.
Church
schools had increased from 6,000 to

deed be born ina day. May we doour
part steadily and faithfully, never doubting that God will add the divine blessing in
due proportion, and to him_shall be all the.
glory.
RESPECT TO CHRISTIANS. .

but some

re-adjustment of their relations was needed:
Canon Gregory held that the idea entertain-

ed of the Church

He can maltiply.the:

dle when | er things than these.

ma)

of the Church must

and clergy, and moderately

for luxuries

ter judges than ecclesiastics; but the voice

by the Archbishop of Canterbury, and appears to have been well attended by
bishops,

ings of worldly

will Christians give for missions

followed

ritual.

.

sion. ‘When will young mer press ito the -

he oni a Christian, for
en he was
converted his jodie was converted with

legislation

must remain as now,

CHILWELL COLLEGE, ENG., Oct., 1877.
The Church of England Congress that
met at Croyden near London, in the early
part of the month, is the seventh Con gress

said. ‘What other country in the
would you change churches with?

world
Look

‘at home. Which of the other denominations
would you prefer to it! ® Look back. What
age are you prepared to

&

re

say it would have

been more satisfactory to have lived in?”

§

The grand old historical church,the

'

station of the thriving

city of W-— to take the outward bound
train, I stood for a moment under’ that

downward I saw,

in India,

be it unto you,” ‘The church of God can do
it, 'if she be only faithful to her great commis-

10,000, and only 379

had been transferred to School Boards.
Mr. Foster,M. P.,was eulogized,and it was
said to be the duty of the clergy to get
elected on School Boards and to secure
religious instruction in Board schools.
A
lawyer present said, however, they must
not teach dogma.
So little did children

That the Turks have an fmpressionthat
Protestants are good people is quite true,
and probably accounts for some of the escapes of Protestants. Mr. House tells an
amusing

from

story

of a

Samokov, who

mountains

in

Bulgarian Protestant

was

going over

company

with

a

the

Moslem

neighbor and was talking with him of re- ligion. The Turk was interested in what
he said, and an idea suddenly struck him.
‘‘ Have any Moslems become Protestants?”
he asked. ‘“Yes,” said the Bulgarian. “Then ~
stop talking to me of your rdigion, or Fl"
have to

become

a

Protestant

“goo,”

said

the Turk.
¢ Stop,I tell you. I shall have
to kill you if you don’t stop talking!"
In

another

case the

impression

which:

Turks have of Protestant Christians wasshown by the remark of the old Moslem,.
who

said,

when

speaking

about

‘good

works, “If the Protestants would only ac
cept Mahomet they would have a much
better chance of Paradise than we have.”
Whether
the escape
of Protestants
from destruction is due to the feeling illustrated in these anecdotes,or te other less
visible causes, I think the fact is not to
be denied, that both here and in Armenia

ed the first public meeting of the Woman's his opening’ address (which was not read
Protestants have enjoyed special immunithe adMission Society of the —— Free Baptist but spoken without manuscript),
ty while the storm of war has swept over
church. But the meeting was a suceess vantages of church congresses. Some con- understand simple precepts that after rethe land.— Missionary Herald.
peating
“Be
ye
kind
one
to
another,”
a
boy
sidered
them
a
safety-valve,
and
a
means
every way.
‘No such interesting meetwas asked what he should do if another
of
compelling
men
clearly
to
define
and
WORK OF THE AMERICAN BOARD:
ing for the year,” was the common pesti¢‘‘Hit him again,” was the
intelligently to hold their opinions; he boy hit him.
mony. The women were encouraged: and
The recent Report gives full aceouats:
considered them
beneficial in giving instant response. Ifsuch a precept were
‘made more hopeful ;-new names. were add- |
|evidence
of life.and motion, in suggesting “not apprehended; how could theological of -the—extensive work carried-on by the-—
ed to the list of members ; and the prosBoard in different parts of the world. They.
improvements in their methods of church- dogmas be?
pect of greater success the coming year
work, in setting old truth in new lights,
On the last day, the mutual relations of have seventeen missfons in the following:
made certain.
countries: in Africa, European, Western,
and in expressing the living voice of the the Church and Non-conformity became
Now the moral of all this is: Let the church. ‘The three schools of thought the subject of debate. Canon
Curtis Central and Eastern Turkey, the East In—
Woman's Mission Societies hold
mgore were now all awake in the church, and opened the discussion. He said the Church dies, Chiga, Japan, Micronesia and Dako-~
public meetings ; let the pastors off the large tolerance, and Kindly forbearance owed much to Dissent up to 1870, and the ta Territory. They employ, at 82 stations
churches with which they are crated, were needed. But the prospects of the action of Dissent had been till then bene- and 534 out-stations, no less than 391 la—
But since then the borers sent from this country, assisted by
encourage such meetings. A progr:
church were bright.
‘Look abroad,” he ficial upon politics.

Once a sugnth,—the second Sabbath in
each,—an hour before the appointed servabout the mission work

We want India emancipated fromthe thral-

of

be combatted

believed that the

ENGLISH CORRESPONDENCE.

to 4

exha
exhausted.”

pers read before that body at’ its recent
meeting, in which he
1dértakes tashow
what might be
d in @ Ralf” century, by earnest, persistentrefiort. If the:
work could have gone on according to his
estimate we should now have one preach-er for every ten thousand of the heathen,
and before the end of the present century,
more than one for every five thousand.. It
would then begin to seem as if the end:
was nigh. Bt God is able to do even great—

decisions

to be ready to hasten home.”

orders
was

e Sofition

. dom of sin in this generation. Itis possible. .
Our Lord has said, “According to your faith

question. The
State must not regulate
doctrine and ritual, but might accept the

tended by
laymen.
Canon
Lightfoot
preached ‘ the inaugural sermon,
speaking of thie 'agitations of our time, of the
conflicting forces in the Church and the
members of the Society, the minister add- opposing forces outside, and counseling
ing his ¢ word,” after whieh ¢ The Morn- quietness and confidence, breadth of
The
ing light'is breaking” was sung with’ a. sympathy, kindliness and high hope.
hearty zest, and the ¢ benediction” clos-. Archbishop of Canterbury pointed out in

vast vault of iron and glass, sheltering the
tracks,looking upon the busy scene around

ice for prayer, the women had met to talk

Oh!

wpt to

(4) THE RUNGE ORGODBAN. DO IT, |

The third day brought up another burning

¢¢ To list the music of angel lyres,
To catch the rapture of seraph fires,
To lean in trust on the risen One,
Till borne away to a fadeless throne.
Oh! to be ready when death shall come,

their

I mean the Woman's Missionary meeting. Not a Missionary Concert, but a
public meeting conducted by the women.
It had been just a year since the organization of the Society in -the ——. church.

dominion in Europe,”
The butt of this
misfortune fell upon the Greek, and for

ground down by
the iron heel of the Turk. And yet in all

had

Coming into the

Turks could never have established their
been

cause

BY REV. F. E. DAVISON,

7

at last decided to hold an Anniversary
meeting of the Society. The minister was
asked if he. would give up kis evening

division

Mission

:

From the world’s dim twilight into day.

occupied, and who

SOMEBODY IS DEAD.

care for outraged humanity.
ligious

had

amaze;

Of the angel-pinions winged for flight;
No cloud-like phantoms to fling a gloom
Twixt heaven’s bright portals and earth’s
dark tomb:
But sweetly, gently, to pass away

were now occupying them, were given,
This is a very meager account of an
exercise of some fifteen minutes in length,
which was listened to with the closest attention and interest to the end. The next
on the programme was a
djalogue .in
which several young girls took
part, representing a Woman's Missionary Meeting, to which several solicitors for the

UG

pray God's blessing upon the labors of
our Missionaries there. A public meeting

justly says:

who

lingering gaze;

strife at parting, no sore

No spell to loosen that love would hind.
« No flitting shadows to dim the light

exercise

&c., was described ; our Mission Stations
pointed out, and the names of the Mis-

sionaries

:

No chains to sever that earth hath twined,

and number of the inhabitants ;the climate,

THAT MISSIONARY MEETING.
BY A PASTOR.
PAS

No

was given. Our ‘ Missionary Map” oy
placed on the wall, and the geography @
the country was given, with the character

>

must have been complete. Where was
the moral influence of the church? -Alas!
‘she was too busy with her own feuds to

Dr. Pichler

After singing, a map

-0-0-0-&

Ed
ER

No earthward clinging, no

have left home

and friends and devoted their lives to this,

work.”

dom for all the Greeks.

cruel indignities to Which he was subjectThe inhuman children-tribute, the permission of which is a shame to the governments of Europe, and especially to
her Christianity, could not fail to break
the spirit of the Greek and increase his
moral degradation. Had it not been for
the occasional contact:with Venice,and the

‘yet,

and the Dardanelles, open a way of free-

but his master was a barbarian, and the
ed have no parallel in modern

may

with that of those who

ve

most of their

not to determine doctrine and

a

Oh! to be ready to hasten home!

account of

not Te

ea a

temperance and the legislative remedies
and church action by which the evil should

aa 1.

booked

small

will

reprint the ‘Missionary Supplement.»
;
A letter from Providence, October 15, states =

generally claimed kindly toleration of the
party opposed to them.
Representative
assemblies and the admission of ‘the laity
to Convocation were next discussed.
The
opinion seemed to prevail that the laity
should be admitted to Convozation, but

the

waiting in
for

made

differences. - The speaker who

spread interest manifest

‘ed in fe
missions. We every day receive
calls from every part of tlie country for seores

undue sénsitivehess to-what'was regarded
to lift the burden ‘eficlosed within those as Romani$m. The defects of Evangelical
ism led to reaction) but High churchism
boards, raised it carefully from its resting place, and im silence carried it to its: did ‘not lead to Rome. . Canon Farrar
.| counseled
getting nearer ‘the = center,
position on the train,
Christ,and putting in the background‘: the
And must we come to that narrow house,
subdichotomies of their petty schisms.”
you and I, reader? The answer is only too

Zenana women ** starving” for the Word

FOR THE GREEK.

_

the
ly
his

Extracts were read from the little

population of Greece, founded ¢leven new

neement :—“We

Areamazed at the w

effect was Seen upon all, “for even the burly, blustering truckmen,
when they came

still held

SYMPATHY

ery
roy
ess,

work which the women of the churches
had set themselves to do.

| cities, established twenty newspapers,and

allegiance,

For thy allegiance to the poet's art,
—Henry W. Longfellow.

ock

the necessities out of which these Soeie-.
ties had their origin, and the blessed.

first constitution was exceedingly defect-

Not of the howling dervishes of song,
Who craze the brain with their ‘delirious
dance,

od

ed

The Peoria

The Woming Shr,

vs

MISSIONS,
Fodiaaln of October 12,

1877,made the

E.

B7a WpqhuE FirITATF BR

8

5 hasty; as. they Pothdt the same ‘dni
It was kept alive in the church, and ‘and anxiety.
Assignments were made and accepted ;.| ‘caught a glimpse of the long, natrow
hex,
‘‘ Hetairia,” till in 1821 it burst
conferences among the interested parties and sprang for the door, which, &e:;’ i
in
Southern
Greece
with
something
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment.
old fury. Much sympathy was ex- were held; correspondence with others: ose behind tag, Fave Gt
Rev, I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
ora
throughout Christendom, and the possessing Tresh missionary intelligence.
To whom all letters on business, remittancesof money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
one thing which gives Lord Byron a place was had,—and at last the programme Wasi
I stood alittle back where It ould, see’ bra) ould best Bol¥e'the sociali Mg
"All communications designed for publication
in the hearts of good men to-day, in spite all made up, and the evening came, The
‘On’ the second day ‘the Congress disthe
effect of coming
denly {upon this
should be addressed to the Editor.
minister had given a * good notice,” and.
| cussed; first the’ best ‘means ‘of pr
ng
varnished
box
with
its
undiscovered.
se’
Western Department.
Rev. A. H. of his gross vices, is his deep and almost
passionate sympathy for the Greek. On the room was crowded. . A brief praise] cret, and watched thie
HULING, Manager, 46 Madison St.; Chicago, Ill.
ople as they. went united aétion” and’ mutual tole
beGreece service was condueted, until all had comes ‘and came,
tween the different schools of thought in
Terms : $3.00 per year; if paid strictly’ the arrival of Egyptian allies,
IN ADVANCE $2.50.
See the 8th page of
sought the protection of England and cast in and founda place, and then the minis
' Young ladies, with the bloom of health: the church. . Canon : Garbett , said they
ter in a few words gave the service into. upoti their cheeks, and flashing from their’ needed to understand and boldly face each
this paper.
herself imploringly at her feet. George
Canning was the minister for the hour. the hands of the Society, and took his et eyes, came chattering along, their merry: other's points, of difference, Evangelicals
He was not deaf (o the cries of outraged among the listeners. First,an appropria | laugh miaking the arclies ring; when, sud-- accepted the teaching, of the. Primitive
, with'a shudder, the pallor of 'fainthumanity. He sought the co-operation of Anthem was sung by the choir, which
"WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 5, 1877.
would LAR
ta the place Of the blush rose | ol
Russia. France joined. But of the al- had been arranged should be present
i
d die upon. |}
lies Russia was most persistent, and the assist in the services. Then the Pres
WAPENTAKE.
tenth article of the Russian treaty of dent of the Society read Selections from th J thelip, and: they would whisper ; each to did; but they were Sy pid) ;
TO ALFRED TENNYSON.
peace, signed at Adrianople, is the real Word of God and a sistér offered a fervent, each, nnder their breath, ¢ Semebody is posed to the introduction of medieyalis
“and to the rejection of the word of God asas
Poet! 1 come to touch thy lance with mine;
yuo
4
and fitting prayer. Then followed an a = dead.” .
-| charter of Greek independence.
Not as a knight, who on the listed field
the rule of faith. Canon Carter maintainStrong
men,
with
grand
and
steady
tread,
The revolution in Greece was emphati- dress by the President. This gave some; came that way, glanced for a moment at ed that'the growth of a tolerafit'and
Of tourney, touched his adversary’s shield
cocally the revolution of the people. Unlike account of the organization of the first the'silvershandled casket, turned sharply, operative spirit would solve all’ difficulties,
In token of defiance, but in sign
Of homage to the mastery, which is thine
most similar struggles, no leader appear- Woman's Mission Society in the denomi- | and ‘passed ‘out the other door. The same but that that ‘growth was hindered by
nation ; of the progress since made; also
In English song; nor will I keep concealed, | ¢d who was equal to the emergency. The
impatience, fondness for extremes, panic,

s of

ad%0.4 49

me; Suddenly with a thrill I started. from
my position, for in glancing my eyes

church

of Hooker, Jewel, Jeremy Taylor, Barrow,
Cudworth,
Warburton,
Keble, Arnold,
Maurice, Simeon ;—the church honored by
the: advocacy of so many Saints of God
was good enough for him ;—and it would
go on flourishing in its Master's cause,
waiting for the coming of the Lord, and
would be found
2

Beresford

you

ready when he came.

Three subjects engaged

Burials question has spoiled everything.
Churchmen would never forget and only by
grace could forgive Dissenters seeking to
desecrate the parish churchyards by the
admission of secularist funerals. Mr. T.
Hughes, M. P., strongly objected to the
spirit Churchmen showed on the Burial
question, and recommended them rather
to welcome Englishmen who came forward
to share in the national burial grounds.
Canon Ryle on the general subject said
Churchmen should not flirt with Rome ; but
rather be courteous to Nonconformists.
Mr.

the attention of

Hope

quickly retorted,

flirt with Geneva.

great historical

‘Don’t

James II. was the

flirt,and ouly the seven

the Congress on the first day, Mahomedaned my notice, that I was standing eglose ism, skepticism, and Trades’ Unions.
The
beside a truck, on which, half concealed by
pride of Mahomécans and their readiness
a rubber blanket,—for the duy was stqrmy,
to slay any one who renounced the faith

High Church Bishops opposed him.”
Lay
help and the Deaconate,The Churchis duty
to the children of the middle and apper

—lay

on religious subjects as the children of the

a coffin.

attended,

what

before

had

dSecap-

It was a plain coffing iin-

as I could

see,

with no ornament save
and screws; and as
$ Somebody is dead.”

by any

person,

the silver handles
I

looked

I: \said,
Pi

The door opened violently, and in: Tushed a couple of street arabs,all out of breath
b
from their run in the blustering storm.
They atiy ight of the’ truck and threw
-themselves upon it in delight at finding
at last a resting-place.
But if their en-

were said to be the chief difficulties in the
way

of their

Skepticism was

reception

a great

of

the

gospel.

fact of modern

times, and admitted into good society ; but
still it was barren of results, all true
knowledge being born of faith, and all true

classes, who

were not

working-classes,
ance of

Sunday,

so

well

instructed

Biblical study,
and

other subjects

observwere

Christianity

had

also discussed, and the Congress closed
with speeches by the Bishop of Dover and
the Archbishop of Canterbury, who congratulated the assembled brethren on the

in it all the good influences skeptical

cult-

harmony which had prevailed among them,

progress inspired by it.
ure offers, 3M

presented

what

skepticism

did not and
could not offer, the highest
ideal of human excellence and the strong4

and

the temperate

questions

had been

spirit’ in which all
debated.’

TroMas GOADY.

:

1,172 native helpers; they have organized
256 churches, having a membership
of
about 13,435,0f which number nearly 2,000
May
were added during the past year.
God bless them abundantly and give them
greater prosperity in the year to come...
ITEMS.

Bishop Crowther has returredi to his miss
sion diocese on the Niger, and’ will receive.
early next year his new steamer, to ply on the
navigable part of that river. In the nive
stations, according tothe Bishop’s statistical .
report for 1876, published in the Church
Missionary Intelligencer,
there are 10 native
clergymen, 14 lay teachers, 206 native communicants, 605 native Christians, 172 boys and
girls in school,and a total of ‘average conzregations of 969. The number ot baptisms was 67, .

1

§F «7

VOL.

of which 49 were aduits.

In some parts of the +

field the missionaries
have to contend with:
Mohammedanism,. and in nearly the whole of/
it with. idolatry. The converts have had to
suffer considerable persecution from both. AL

some stations, especially at Brass, wonderful
progress has. been made in.breaking down idod
worship, the

king

and the

chiefs at the latter

station voluntarily surrendering. for destrue-- 4
tion all their idols and images.
The

Evangelical

Association.

(German

Methodist) has a small mission in Japan, whigh
costs $6.262.a year, and has a ‘*heathen fing,’
now amounting to $26, 603.

STAR, DECEMBER 5, 1877.

to notice him,or to hearken to his appeal,
as surely now results in spiritual death,
suffered to live by himself, with a soldier as it did in the times of Paul. = Notice
He was chained to this that God appeals to all“hearts, and enthat kept him.
Sin is here
soldier and attended by him night and | deavors to convert them.
day. Probably, Luke often tarried with likened to disease, and conversion to
Paul during this period.
healing.
98. To them.the new and strange sen17—20. (1) * After three days,” Paul
invited the chief of the Jews to his house. timent is made known that the Gentiles
He had a double object in this: to vindi- would receive Christ, end that Christ
The gospel
cate his churacter against charges of dis- would receive the Gentiles.
The |
loyalty to the Jewish faith; to preach Je- of Christ is *¢ the salvation of God.”
fathers.
the
to
last words of Paul, given in Acts, are in
sus as “the promise of God”
The next verse is not found
(2) Paul explained two things to these
«¢ chief Jews:” that he was delivered un- in the oldest manuscrirts, and hence is reto the Romans by the Jews,on account of garded by critics as nota part of the
heresy; and that he had *‘ committed
nothing’ against the people or the fathers.
30, 31. Two years longer Paul lived at
Much that Paul spoke is, here, evidently Rome a prisoner. He improved his time:
(3) Paul says that the Jews in proclaiming Christ. To his house the
condensed.

Visitors,

come to

rum_ drinking,
selling.

and those, who

unless

into
rum

ter than

from

over-work,”

called upon to care

for

tion.

it may be;

the place of thei

temporary sojourn?- It was for no such
purpose that they came.” True, friends,

And in view of the

unto

Cesar.

Then Paul

adds, ¢ Not that I have. aught

to

also, Paul wrote his letters to the Colossians, to Philemon, to the Ephesians and
to the Philippians. After this,the history
It is probable
of Paul is not known.
that, when brought before Nero, the Em-

accuse

amy nation of.” Mark his magnanimity.
“They bungered for his blood.
They demanded that he be condemned te death.

He, innocent - of fault, returns pity for peror, in 63 A. D., he was acquitted and
their hatred, and refuses to accuse them { given his freedom.
It is natural, then,
of wickedness. He fulfills the Jaw of Je- to ask what he had been previously wishsus, ‘ love your enemies;” and “gould ing to do, and to conjecture that now he
truly pray, ¢ forgive us our debts as we
proceeded to do it; Hence, it is thought
forgive our debtors.” (4) ¢‘ For the hope that he visited those churches in Maceof Jsrael T am bound with this chain.” donia to which he had never before been,
The * hope - of Israel” is ‘the hope of that he went to Spain for two years, and
America,

is the hope of each one of us, i3

came back finally to Rome, where bis
It is not certain, howdeath occurred.
ever, where, or in what year, he died.

Jesus; the « hope” of Israel,’because the
promise of God ; the hope of America, because by bim alone can righteousness
prevail over corruption, and the repub* lie be perpetuated. Jesus is our hope of
pardon, adoption, and of endless life.
Paul lifts his chain proudly, when he says,
«¢ For the hope of Israel I am bound with
this chain.”

~ them to bring before the

Emperor when
Of those
Paul should be put on trial.
who came from Jerusalem to Rome, none

additional fact,

since

his appeal.

Some have

thought these Jews falsified the facts. (2)
One thing they knew : the sect of Christians was ** everywhere spoken against.”
The Jews who came to Rome from other
+ cities,

caine

with denunciations

of the

-spreading heresy.
Their
synagogues
~were divided over the new views of the
~ Messiah, brought

in by

over

thal

the

claim

‘Messiah.

Christians, and

Jesus

Hence, ag wide

of the gospel,
*¢ this sect.”

was the

was the

as the spread
denunciation

of

23, 24. (1) Taul, therefore, appointed a
meeting with the Jews in which he would
expound the new doctrine of the Messiah.
Many came to it, and Panl,

taking Moses

and the prophets for his only authority,
expounded the natureof *¢ the kingdom
of God,” of which the Old Testament

speaks.

He testified as a
that

at Rome, in

Notice, too, the process of reaching
state, as described in the passage,

that
and

its foundations

.

Those who are surrounded with many
gospel privileges, and have no hindrances
to keep them away from the house of
rebuke in the following incident given by
the Rev. Isaac Emory, of Tennessee, who

speaks of finding a poor eripple crawling
upon his hands and knees over a mile
to attend a Sunday-school held in a slab
‘The missionary
gave
sehool-house.
the poor eripple a Bible, from which he
His eagerlearned to love the Saviour.
ness'to attend the school was so great

that he trained a young ox, so that by
his word it comes to him, allows. him to
mount its back, or to hitch it to a small
wagon, and in this novel manner the
cripple is now carried to Sunday-school.

If all professed Christians would get arimated with such a hungering

for God's

come.—S. 8. Worker.

"The Waichman

speaksof

an

elderly

of the
preached,— *‘ the kingdom of God isat lady who celled on the Treasurer
band.” That * kingdom” Paul proved to Baptist Foreign Missionary Society and

embracing all

who in earth or heaven submitted to Je-

sus 828as Lord.
vor

ed to

this

The4G Wao.
whole day
was
3) Sew

dfkcussion.

that Paul was

questioned

freely

|and

may

auditors,

them.

seem
and

commonplace

even

be

to onr

anticipated

by

And, indeed, the perpetual repeti-

tion of old saws, (which

is the

best that,

perhaps, many feel able to “do, )is nether
very. edifying, nor inspiring to saint or
sinner. But, our story will be new to

by bis

‘hearers, and that they advanced all the
objections to his views that they considered weighty, Hence, some believed,

Reference bas here been made to

a single mode of doing good, but the
obligation covers all practicable and judi-

cious methods,

:
0-0
-b
+490

individual may turn the scale for or
against any measure, we become morally
responsible for the triumph of political

wrong

over

political right,

when

we

shrink from exercising the powers and
privileges granted us.
In no other direction, to my mind, is
there such pressing need, just now, of a
lively conception of our relations as

citizens, as in the struggle

against the

great evil of intemperance;

aud

lowers of Christ, everywhere,

the fol-

need to be

aroused from

their indifference with re-

gard to this

question.

A

very great

victory has been won, in bringing the
mass. of Christian people to look upon intemperance as a great wrong, thus stamping upon it the seal of public disapproval.
The fruits of this are seen in the appeals
that ave comiug

:

it

BY REV. H.

up

hither

and thither,

prohibition,

;

as I find it in New

as I have

The State governments,not caring

York,

witnessed

and

it in

Maine, will not be slow to see the benefits

union

with

association,

standing

in

the

church,

ad
nD

Weary, we come to Thee for rest,
Be Thou our Helper, Saviour, Guide,
Oh,let us lean upon thy breast,
‘With Thee, in God, may we ubide.
This earthly house must be dissolved,
Crumbled 1m dust, returned to earth,
Let not the soul be thus involved,
Denied in heaven a second birth.
By faith we live, in prayer we move,
Seeking the * kingdom of our God.”

can

not release us from the obligations we
Oh,deign to bless us from above,
bear. to society in general: What are . And lead us unto Thee, O Lord.
OSyer
-0
0-0
Chaistian people to do in regard to the
customs and habits of society ? How are
REV. WILLIAM PURINTON.
they to treat the very many associations
Rev. Wm. Purinton died Jan. 14th,
for pleasure or culture existing every-_
aged 48. He was a son of Rev. Stephen
where? These are questions of some im
Puarinton, of Litchfield, Me. He professed :
portance.
Wholesale . and indiscrimireligion when aboit 19, years of age, and
nate denunciation is unwise and injuriwas baptized by Rev. N. Purinton. Al-

ous, The habits and customs of Society

3

the importance of

deciding

unostentatious.

this question

the

remarkable

graver consideration

the, Christian Order.

ministers

and

to ofworld
meat
The
much

members

life have well

CHURCH TEMPERANCE WORK.
A large part of the effective temperance
work which is being done at the present
tune is by earnest, devoted Christian men
and women, but very largely quiside and

independent of the respective churches
of which they are members.
Without
detracting anything from their present
useful labors, why should they not do yet.
more for the righteous cause of temperance in their official and denominational
relations as members ahd officers of Christian churches? If churches may properly organize to promote home and foreign
missions, why not for special temperance
work? No one will deny that strong

of

It has worried many

lost sight of. drink is a chief, if not

been

nigh
are

profitable.

They

not

promote

eral welfare, or when

our

and other

gen-

be cast,

lot

aft-

erwards. ‘‘ Becoming all things to ail
men” implies no compromise with wrong
doing. It simply means conforming to
those customs of society which have, of

themselves, no moral

character, for the

sake of better reaching the . interests and
hearts of he people. In the simple
matter of dress, it would

seem

publications,

for the

and “Tescue erring men from the perilous —

and inebriety P—
i

So-8-4090
Dh
Sa ong

it had better be aban-

Usefulness first, amusement,

religious

quickening of religious interest, the conversion of sinners, and the salvation of
men,why not also a Christian temperance
literature, which shall both prevent the
young from entering upon evil courses

pathway of drinking
Nat. Tem. Ad.

it seems to injure

doned.

our

chief, obstacle

tian ehurch. If churches may properly
organize for the distribution of the Bible

a_geyeral rule, wherever any kind of
does

the

in the way of the progress of the Chris-

are

demanded in all departments of society,
as a means of complete cultare. They are
a special means
of social elevation.
It is not the purpose of this article to
commend or condemn any special form
or kind of amusement existing in society. This, however, may be regarded as
amusement

He labored faith-

E. PURINTON

a tender and careful soul, until those
higher £nd nobler views of the Christian
Amusements

in many

fully for the Master until fuiling health
obliged him to return to his fathet’s house.
As the hour of his departure approached,
kis faith was strong in God, and his pros- .
pects of a blessed immortality made his
exit one of peace and triumph.

meat. Very many Christians are much
less careful than Paul in this regard.
They will say, ‘My brother has no
business to be offended at things such as
caprice.”
these. I will not humor his
There is, at least a show of consistency
in this. Who made one the judge of the
other in these minor matters? 1 have no
business to be offended, at the harmless
habits and customs of those whose manner of living has been different from
that this question of
mine. I know
amusementsin socighy has puzzled and
rplexed

He traveled

than the eating of

“hristian churches.

yet—--

active in the religion of
His piety was uniform and

counties of the eastern part of Maine,
and received ordination at the hands of

assériion,

« If eating meat cause my brother
fend, I will eat no flesh while the
standeth.” To him the eating of
became a serious moral question.
offense of a fellow Christian, was a

nearly
blind from his youth;

he wis very
Jesus Christ.

first. The act of eating meat can bave
no moral character. But Paul, who had
a most tender regard for the feelings of
others, makes

wy

though

assume a moral character only when they
have a direct bearing upon the usefulness
and happiness of its members. Hence,

towns and villages, throughout the land,
in the responsibility of Christians. It is
idle to say that prohibitory laws limit
personal freedom. Are men deprived of
their rights when we restrain them from
the cup, which, if indulged, will destroy
them, physically, mentally, financially,
socially and morally? Isit an advantage

at

Thine all protecting power we seek;
Without thine aid we live in vain;
Mortals on earth, frail, timid, weak,
Immortals we with Thee would reign.

|

our usefulness in the society among which

cf granting license, if they

tt ad ta

Who came as Saviour of all men; Be thou by day our *“ Rising Sun,”
By night our * Star of Bethlehem.”

most

moreover,

bt

Thou Son of God, Heaven's chosen one,

to shoulder the. responsibility of total
probibition, rest the case in the hands of
the people, giving to the citizens of the

with it sold in their midst. Here comes

>

WHITCHER.

Any one seeing the difference between
free ram,

voter,

the privilege

PROHIBITION.

worship and the Sunday-school, but who
frequently absent themselves, will find a

were

notof this world. (2) Remember what
John the Baptist,
and what the seventy

be a spiritual kingdem,

of revival, we could not call up at home.
We may at home have said our things coq
often in the prayer meeting, or elsewhere,
that they have long since lost the charm
of novelty, if such charm they had to lose,

tions.

‘house and God’s truth, what giants in the
witness that work of soul salvation .they would be-

«+ the kingdom of God” was established
by Jesus, and

it was

ernment like ours, where the voice of one

for the enactment of more
stringent
see how our best good calls on us to
prohibitory
laws.
The
government
of
If
told.
first
when
i
we
whom
tov
God.
of
Spirit
the
unto
hearken diligently
this
question,
in
nearly
all
the
States,
is
(4) As some believed, and some disbe- any, to whom we thus speak are gospel
practically
placed
in
the
hands
of
the
it
was
not
under
our
exhorta-.
| fieved; Paul; so-it-is now. ~Eaech-deecides-|-har

¢pake any harm of Paul.
Perhaps uvone
-of those opposed to Paul had come to

Rome

thinks

“and that labored for it, as well as prayed.
(2) To be diligent for our Master is one
important duties that we,
as Christians, can learn. Paul was no
sooner at Rome than he began to tell the
He lost no time. He
truth of Christ.
(3) Conmade no excuses for delay.
sider the warning in the passage quoted
from Isaiah against - hardening the heart.

over the belief of

the Sadducees who went to Ceesarea to
accuse him, may explain their neglect to
forward charges to the Jewsat Rome, for

requency at home.
But abroad, and
among strangers, though our conscious-

A PRAYER.
BY J. G. HARVEY.

wofully deceived.
If you were not endowed with social powers, if God had not
given yon a special work in. society, you
might be excused. Bat every power of
your being is laid under tribute, and you
can not be released from the obligation.
As a member of society, you are held responsible, so far as you may exert an
influence for the happiness ol your fellow.
We were intended for society work. Our

mod-

cherished no resentment to the Jews, but | be a freshness in. our attempts, and‘a
renewal of vigor, which, except in a time
a love that prayed for their conversion,

Strange that this world ever

Paul in the resurrection, and the defeat of

and

your

are

that there will and do arise questions
which seriously affect both the. present
and future happiness aud welfare of ourselves and those of our fellows, we ought
as prudent men, cherishing a desire to
establish right principles, to study well
{the matterin
all its bearings, Iknow

ness of imperfection may be still present,
its discouraging influence will probably
be greatly abated. Moreover, this may
(1) We are be to us a new field, in which we have not
PRACTICAL LESSONS.
taught the Christian law of forgiveness of | made repeated unsuccessful efforts. In
such circumstances, there may,ordinarily,
enemies, by the example of Paul. -He

Conybeare

struggles and fights persistently against
3
dts richest blessings!
21, 22. (1) The Jews at Rome had not
heard any charges brought against Paul.
“This is singular. The Christians at Rome
were apprised of his coming, and went
out sixty miles to meet him.
The enemies of Paul bad not communicated with
the Jews at Rome, about him at all. The

division of the council

consideration

church,

the influ-

man can not enter the political arena, and
long
maintain his Christian character.
esty, exhort my Christian brethren dnd
But
a
little inquiry? will, I think; reveal
sisters. I pray them to receive the kind
word of exhortation.
3 the fact, that this sentiment is borrowed
A Christian abroad may have -some from that class who would be only too
special advantages for doing good. Most glad to exclude Christianity from everyof us are conscious of failings, not wholly thing. Surely, if men acting in accordunknown to those who are well acquaint- ance with the prlnciples of Christianity,
then it is
ed with us; which consciousness often act prudently and conscientiously,
eminently
proper
for
hem
to
make
themimpairs our courage -in-an attempt to
admonish others. Hence, and for similar selves thoroughly conversant with politics ;
causes, the neglect of such attempts, or, to become factors in community that
if attempted, their superficialness, and in- shail be felt. Forin aland with a govwith the greater

the

ence of Christian

were not willing that the verdict of the Christians of Rome freely resorted.’ Here
:
i
;
Rotmam-tribumrats;-deelarint—him-innoeent came, also, the fonoran t pagar; the —in= and here is ju
and not worthy of death, should stand. quiring Jew, and men of culture, attract= to err. We ought always to be awake to that it is urged by some, that anything
They « spake against” his escape from ed by the fame of thisnew doctrine and opportunities of doing good. Conscious within the range of polities, is without
the penalty of death, and so compelled its great teacher.
During this period, of having been culpable herein, I would the range of religion; that the Christian
‘him to appeal

better

themselves above and beyond

reside in a place but briefly, as

relaxation

be no

it can not make you any less pure, and
it may make the church better. These
“independent
Christians”
who
hold

lawyers, and others during a court term; |; HOW SHALL CHRISTIANS VOTE ?
members of a legislature daring its sesBY ALBERT CRABB.
sion, may naturally feel absolved from
How shall Christians vote? is a quesall obligation to consult the well-being of
the place where they even so briefly tion, which, while it is very important, is
dwell. But why should the obligations at the same time too lightly regarded by
of law and the gospel be, in their case, many Christian men, The simple fact
suspended, just because they are not then that to such is delegaled the power to deat home ? Has locality
authority to limit cide the issues which are presented to
opts
communities, or the nation, should be of
ternal moral obligations ?
“But the visitor and ¢xcursionist did itself of sufficient importance to comnot go abroad for work, but for rest, for mand our most careful and earnest aitenand the
lawyer
and
legislator has
left his home for absorbing labor, and
how can;
either of these be reasonably

will

guage of selfishness and ‘worldly glory,

Christian, and probably do far less good
in the world. If you are purer and bet-

reformed men, and

a relapé
we prohibit

standard,

on the narrow

or the church is running

ED

tablished

hibition would relieve.us from the most
of these terrible miseries, and these intolerable burdens. And I see no way of
saving one-half of the

ed as certain, when a member of a Christian church seeks other and different
methods for accomplishing the grand
purposes of his faith, than the church
offers, he has not fully apprehended the
liberty and light of Christian enterprise,

a

these expenses we have to pay, at an annual cost of $178,000,000! Universai pro-

demand is to deny the rightof true education. There never was a graver mistake
than to suppose we can earn a true and
certain passport to the glory of the next
world by refusing association with this,
The man or woman who refuses the privileges of church association and church organization, because there are some in the
church who may not come up to the es-

non

And now, lastly, we should prohibit

church obligation, it indicates a defect in
Christian education. It may be regard-

To refuse this

A

7.

may be

the jum traffic because rum drinking
makes three-fourths of all our paupers,
criminals, and dependent orphans; and

:

recreationisfs

prohibited,

and most of this great expense
saved.
:
:

to do good, as we have oppor-

tunity, unto all men.

be

It needs culture.

a

traffic

nature.

hak

let the rum

disappointed.

eth

—now

tra societies are demanded for doing the
work properly belonging to Christian

The fact is, there is a social side to our

of 600,000,000

When ex-

work of the Christian theory.

association,

Ea

sum

is not a purpose

there

Bat

claimed by any of these societies, which
is not embraced in the grand ground-

a.

The enormous

human

have been most signally

.

dollars (six hundred millions) is expended in the U. S. annually in rum drinking ;

cause lead a migratory life, and

struct us

the heart and life all

ligation.

i.

6.

a

is not so. Both the law and the gospel in- Murphy converts, from

drawings, to turn away from him, ‘refuse

according

|

largely pupils in seminaries, are exempt,
generally, from the obligation. The case

(4) Paul was

to Tacitus,Burrhus Afranius.

tte

are

and sons drink rum.
Prohibit the rum
trade and most of these women can be

the

a

the prefect or commander of the. Pretgrian guard, the guard of the Emperor.

The name of this captain was,

Men

in danger who seek to avoid the influence
Do we want God to
of Gods grace.
mold us? To stifle his call, to oppose his

over to

delivered

courteous commander,

Continued resistance

of God hardens the heart,hard.

ing, many of whom will be crushed into

attending

operation of many of them. Some of
them demand high and far reaching ob-

alone in the direct pathway to the heavenly paradise. We may go through the gay
world to glory. 1 think those who have
endeavored to gain near and certain
views of the saints’ rest, by locking from

an untimely grave, with broken® hearts,
because their husbands, fathers, brothers

saved.

question the ‘‘ secrecy»

Seclusion is, by no means,

a

Spirit, insensible.

Here, also,Paul saw brethren from Rome,

and, seeing, ‘‘ he thanked God and took
courage.” (3) At Rome Paul was, by his

any

broader range.

a

and various coincident precepts in view,
it can with no propriety be doubted that
should
(3) Instead of ‘‘shall” we
means.
olcts 28:16=-=31.
all who temporarily, or otherwise, make
read “will” in this citation. The passage
any
place their abode, should, as opporNotes and Hints.
The
is quoted from the sixth of Isaiab,
tunities
permit, seek its well-being. This
March,
in.
Rome
16. (1) Paul arrived at
Greek translatio0f the Old Testament,
applies to Christians, ‘and others in their
three
is
Malta
t,
at
Testamen
remained
Hebrew
le
the
61 A. D.
rather than
| vacations from wonted cares ;—their visits
months, when the centurion chartered a quoted. ' The meaning is the same. The
at “watering places,” and to a temporary
whole
his
take
vessel of Alexandria to
| prophecy of their hearing, and not underresidence ‘of busines men for business
up
gave
vessel
The
Rome,
perceivto
not
company
standing, of their seeing but
its passengers at Puteoli, a harbor not far ing, had, from the time of Isaiab, been purposes ; to reformers, to politicians, to
from Naples, and one hundred miles from fulfilled. Now, the nation reaped what literary, to other temporary assemblies;
and to all men, wherever, fora longer or
Rome. Paul was allowed to tarry seven they had sown.
They had wade their
a shorter period, they take up their resibrethren
n
Christia
with
their
Pateoli,
at
stopped
days
heart ‘¢ gross” or * fat,”
dence,
Sappose it were not so, and that
(2) From Pateoli, Paul ears and blinded their eyes, by a long
of that place.
only
stayers
at home were intended, and
went by land to Rome, At Appii Forum, course of self-will. They had not yielded
these
were
required
to seck the welfare of
ChbrisRome,
from
miles
a city fifty-six
to the Spirit of God, but had always re- their usual abode only, then, multitudes
tians from the imperial city met Paul. sisted it. (4) Hence,we see how, in the
of agents, whether for ordinary business,
Eight miles nearer Rome was the place midst of all opportunities for increase in
or
philanthropy, multitudes, whose life is
no
was,
It
”
barren,
Taverns.
called the ¢¢ Three
spiritual things, we may become
‘| mostly spent on ocean, and all who for
way.
Appian
the
on
God's
inn
of
voices
famous
all
a
to
doubt,
and dead, and,

What it was then, it is now, the apostle

—

»

relative duties. }
With the second great commandment,

‘ Reform

BARKER.

rh

of

culminating into drunkards only by putting this traffic under the ban of crime
and punishment.
5. There are 3,000,000 innocent,suffering women in consequence of rum drink-

many

nu-

a.

+

also;

Rome

you that are at

for I am mot ashamed of the gospel
‘Christ.’ Rom, 1:15, 16,

touches

Workmen,”

are

a

TEXT:

the gospel to,

of the city whither they have been carried, these moderate drinkers be saved from
—its “peace,” which term

¢¢ Clubs”

a i

GoLpEN

to preach

¢ Ancient

and

ab et oh. aah a

Holy Ghost said through him, Paul says
Isaiah * well said” those words that he
quoted ; for he views the nation as the
same in his as in the days of Isaiah. It
had lost none of its moral characteristics.

indeed. ** Odd Fellows,” * Ma-

a Tha gr Te Te

PAUL AT ROME.
¢

In Jeremiah 29: 7, the captive Jews al
Babylon are instructed to seek the good

societies

merous

Clubs,” “Good Templars,” ‘Sons of
|
Rebecca,” ‘Good Samaritans,” * Royal
OF THE SOCIAL MAN:
Templars,” these and many others abound
He who ignores or shuns human society ip
every town and city of the land. We
18 either a culprit or a misanthrope. It
are not disposed to criticise the aims and
is no virtue to shut eurselves away from
purposes of these Associations;’ they
the world, and hold ‘communion only
are ostensibly for the benefit and elevation
with ourselves. We shall rise no higher
of mankind, Neither will we call in
in the spirit life. The soul will take no
BY J. W.

drinkers in our nation, and from this
school of drunkenness come 60,000 drunkards annually to fill the places of the
number that dig. In vo other way can

BY D. D. TAPPAN.

church,
sons,”

bless, and vot curse mankind.
:
4. There are 2,000,000 moderate rum

A DUTY OF S0JOURNERS.

Isaiah said, the

What

of the prophets.

RELIGION VS. EDUCATION.
«VIL
:

prohibited, these men might become engaged in some profitable employment, to

Communications,

95—27. (1) The Scripture which Paul

Papers.)

“I am ready

ae?

said,

Paul

RR
te

(For

Lesson

see

Questions

what

applied to these Roman Jews, shows that
the number of those that believed was
small. (2) Thelanguage of Paul is valuable as giving his view of the inspiration

BY PROF. J. A. BOWE.

QUESTIONS AND NOTES

disbelieved,

each acting freely.

16.

Sabbath School Lesson.~Dee:

some

a

$. S. Department.

and

PE

THE MORNING

that each

- UHOOSE WELL.
Never marry a man who has only his
love for you to recommend him. That
is very fascinating, but it does not make
the man. If he is not otherwiss what he
should be, you will never be bappy. The
most peifest man who did not love you
should never be your husband; but

though marriage without love is terrible,

If this man is disperson has the positive right to follow love only will not do.
or givor mean,
men,
other
to
honorable
to a community to accept an increased his own tuste and desires. If he wishes
but in New York = we sce them every- revenue, to the amount of a few hundred to dress in the style of the fathers of the én to any vice, the time will come ‘when
where, and mer openly drinking the fire dollars, at a cost of as many thousand, _past century, shall he not be permitted you will either loathe him or sink to his
water at them,
paid to the dramseller, to enable him to to gratify his wishes? If the lady has a level. It ds hard t6 remember, amidst
"Let us see some reasons why every pay the license? to say nothing of the special style of her own (a very unushal kisses and praises, that there is anything
| Christian, and every temperance person, shame and agony brought to the house- occurrence), may she not adopt it? The else in the world to be done or thought
shogld labor for the prohibition of the rum holds ofthat community ? Is it contrel- same general rule applies here. If a pe- of but love-making ; but the days of life
traffic.
’
ling an evil,to licens it; to make it legal, culiar and unequal style of costume are many, and the husband must be a
1. There are 600,000 drinkers in the to sanction it by the united voice of that makes you injuriously singular, it were guide to be trusted,—a companion, a
:
United States, and 60,000 die yearly. To community ?
far-better to dress in ‘‘ style.” Nothing is friend, as well as a lover. Many a girl
has married a man whom she knew to
save these thousands from these awful
But, were all those propositions true,are usually gained by a marked eccentricity
of one and the evils of the other. In
Maine no open bars are seen anywhere,

evils, we need to abolish the sale of rum;
for, as long as run is allowed free saleg
this work of death and damnation will go

they sufficient to justify the Christian in
Fyoting for the license of the sale of intoxicating drinks ? Will God hold him guilt-

of character in any direction. Mind,
there is a wide difference between .eccentricity

and

individualism.

The

one

be

anything

but "good,

‘because

he

loved her so.” And the flame has died
out on the hearthstone of home before
sitting

:
like, the othér the brilliancy long, and beside it she ha. seen
Jess, who aids the murderer in his fiendish is comet
2. There are 140,000 rum shops open.
and
constancy
of some individual star. one that she could never hope would lead
work? Will he wink at the action of bim
day and vight, makiag drunkards, caus- who, in the presence of all the world, has But the societies in the church aud out of her beavenward,—one who, if she follow-

on,

:

ing crime, and creating paupers, and even
damoing souls. We should demand the
universal prohibition of (he sale of rum in
to close all these pits of ‘hell, and
She declined giving her name, or receiv order
stay this work of death. For until we do
ing any thaoks, merely observing that it, this work of Satan will go on.
the Master would know, and it was. for
8. There are 320 000 mew in various
his cause. And still,thanks to the growth
of genuine Christian sentiment, she is wavs connested . with rom-makinz and
only one out of many.
selling, and if this business of ruin was

quietly placed in his bands a roll of bills
amounting to six hundred and fifty dollars, for the general work of the mission.

a

pledged himself to wage war

against sin,

and then, by the only meaus at his com:
mand as a citizen, invitesinto community

persons to

manhood,

steal

the

away

his

neighbor's

bread of his

neighbor's

family, the safety of the community, the
love and fear of God? Christian voters,
;
be careful.

it are a puzzlg
we

have

the

to

Men's

Christian

Association,” ‘the ‘ Young Ladies’ Circle,” the * Christian Mothers’ Association,” the ¢ Youthful Praying Band,”
the
Cordon
of Temperance,”
the

« Juvenile
and

perhaps

Temperance
many

ed him as a wife should, would guide her
steps to perdition. Marriage is a solemn

In the church,

many.

¢ Young

others.

Society”
Out

of

thing,—a

choice

for

life; be

careful

in
I

the choosing.— Selected.
ob

|.

The surest way

B00

of being

deceived He

think yourself cleverer and more © mni 0
than any body else.—Rochefoucauld.

N

»

THE

THE NEW HEAVEN,

teach the lesson that it is not a ; smart

witty or excusable thing to beliftlée

My

God, I rather look to Thee
Than to these fancies fond,
And wait tilt thou reveal to me

In Thee my powers,

ty,

licentiousness

or

their kindred vices.

misingly

my treasares live,

Ving Thyscllr
Thouou al)all dosdost
yse

Givin

drunkenness

and

Let it be uncompro-

the boy or man will

responsible in this

giv,

profani-

taught that for what he does

and is

giv

0 soui-suficing Friend!

one’s

manhood by flipfancy, trickery,

That fair and far Beyond. *

or

be personally

world

and

the next,

and that no balasting with precedent and
custom and popular sayings will be admitted when the scales shall be adjusted
and the weights shall be taken. Let society open its eyes to its duty and these
miserable imitations of boys and wen

And wherefore should I seek above
Thy City in the sky?
Since firm in faith, and deep in Igve,
Its broad foundations lie;
Since in a life of peace and prayer,

will, to a large

Nor known on earth, nor praised,
By humblest toil, by ceaseless care
, «= Its holy towers ure raised,

extent,

disappear

from

the face of the earth,
I bave said that education: in the

fami-

ly and in the school, has a great work to

‘Where faith the sou! hath purified,
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my observations and experience, as to the
best means to help them, and, if possible,
rescue thew from the bondage which is

In the Revelation he is called

Faithful

Witness.”

To Pilate

said:

“For this end was I born,

and

this cause came linto the world, thatt
should bear witness unto the trath.” As
a witness, he testified the will of God
faithfully, plainly and fully, so far as is
necessary
to the salvation of men. He
was a faithful witness, not only because
he revealed the will of God fcr our salvation and bare record of the truth before
Pilate, but also because he sealed it with
his blood ; be died and was a martyr to
the truth. This Jesus hath God raised
up, whereof

we

are witnesses, says Paul.

As he was a witness of his own doctrines
and

missions,

Christians

are

‘‘his

wit-

nesses of these things.” As God gave him

for a witness,

so

are

his

followers wit-

nesses unto the people .among whom
they live. Of them God says, “Ye are
my witnesses.” One distinctive, important, and permanent object of the church

of Christ in this world is witness-bearing;
thut

truth.

she

should

bear

witness

The witness is sworn

truth, the whole truth,

unto the

“to tell the

and

nothing

but

the truth.” This is the testimony the
church should give for Christ's truth. But
this she can not do of herself. She needs
light to know

the whole truth,

She needs

help to enable her to declare it, God has
promised this help. Ile says, “I wil! give
power unto my two witnesses.” While
promising help to those who will witness
for him, God threatens

with his dire ven-

you

by resi>ting their

Here it is, I think, that the penal * insti-

Take the city of
A man is arrested

for a simple drunk, taken

to

the

house, then to the Municipal

station-

Court,

and

fined three dollars and costs—some

seven

dollars in all—to stand committed to the
House of” Industry until paid. If he has
any friends, and can in any way raise the
amount, the fine will be paid, but the
man goes out of the Court with his bones
4 sore, and his head aching as the result of

will gain a great and broad

influence

secretly despised by those who made yofi_
theictool... . ai
=
The serles of events occurring throughout

our

country last

summer

must have

aroused every thoughtful person to the
fact that there are appavently thousands
of otherwise intelligent people in the land
who do not comprehend the absolute ne-cessity that every good citizen should feel
that he has a personal responsibility
about maintaining uncompromisingly and
unflinchingly the authority of law. In
every city, in every community, there is
a worthless and wicked element which in
ordinary and quiet times is kept in check
by terror of the civil law.
Let the strong
arm of the law once be rendered powerless, no matter how, whether by the act

of the jungle, and commences to tear

rend ‘its prey.

A

school

is but

ard

a com-

a witness unto all nations,

the end come.”
testimony,

The

and then shall

gospel

is to lift its

through the preaching

living ministry, as a wiiness

the moral

again.

God,

Christians

day

wi

testify

against all

evil of all nations, before Chiist

come
They

of the

Having

obtained help of

are to

continue to this
NH and ovaat

i

must

speak

that

they

that

they know

ble for its order, for if, for any reason, the

have

seen

of

done and is doing her

hood.

for

you, and

:

Cee

incur

the

against whom
fear of man

they

displeasure

might

bringeth a

of

testify.

snare,

those

The

and they

ave caught in the evil net of suppressing
important testimony which the court and
jury should hear. So far as they do so
they are false witnesses. Just so with
the church and

the individual

Christian.

statement.

A

young man or

result

of life.

of his

so-

a fact, that the last remains of manhood
there might be in him, have been taken

away? His associates are

nol

only men

like himself, but often worse, and

physi-

there

is

a

better man, a lordlier man, in

him than that—or ought to be. The outward man is the servant of time. The
crowned man is the man that sits within.
He

is the

mun

of affection, the man

of

emotion, the man of will, the man of
thought. The thinking element that is in
a man is mightier than that part of him

lies

not so measure or register;

and

spicuous, an object of pity

among

many and many 4 man who walks

there

is

inconmen,

but who has God's sweetest angels around
him, and whose thoughts, whose
purposes, whose aspirations glance into the very

heavens ; while the men whom we foflow,
whom the papers

trumpet,

and

who

fill

the great round of observation, are barren of angels, and are of little interest in

I am speaking to-day? and as things now

are, instead

of helping them to lead

bet-

ter lives, are you not ‘rendering such a
thing as reformation an impossibility to
them?”
;
I pleadin their behalf, who can not
plead for themselves, the mothers, tke

I had
no appetite;
hearty
Jo
ape
3 Holl
Holloway ) » Pills gave

the

man-

hood had not been entirely crushed out of
them, they were not insensible to the influences of sympatby,and through its gentle ministrations,

they

could

usually

be

saved. Ju fact, the cases in which I have
been the most successful, have been those
in which the man, though he made himself an eutcast, felt that he was having

one more chance, one more opportunity
to redeem what he had lost, and become
u man once more,
Many a man I could

the drunkard thinks he

can

drink

to

io-

the

much-despised

and

readily-

you.

‘* By sending us to Houses of In-

selves.

‘We love our mothers, our sisters,

And, gentlemen, to give point to my plea,

I bave, with your permission, ‘a proposito make. There is the Appleton Home, in
Needham.
With small means it has done

a work of reformation second to none, by
any institution of its kind anywhere. Now
give us the means, and we will engage to
take care of your drunkards, and use the
instrumentalities I have mentioned for
their reformation.
Vote the Appleton
Home a yearly appropriation, such in
amount as shall in your wisdom seem to
you best, then give to the justices of
your Municipal Courts directions to- send
such men as their judgment tells them are
susceptible of reformation, and every in-.
dividual shall bave a fair trial under the
most favorable circumstances. We do

see him, a common drunkard
and

a

nui-

is to

give

sance—he is very likely to make one
more mighty effort toward liberty and a
better life.
. What is wanted,

therefore,

those men the chance to make the effort.
Suppose, for instance, when a man comes
before

the

Municipal

Court,

that

judge, who usually is-a good discerner

the

of

character, should say to him,—*¢ The sen-

tence of the court is three dollars and
costs, or thirty days at Deer Island, but I
am willingto give

you

a

chance

better than you have, and

to

us, as we. would ask any individual, for
far as any men whom

Institution,

I

’

send

come
Board
Honwork

all

PRICES

for

THE

MASON
~

sur-

&

HAMLIN

ORGAN

CO.

in manufacturing facilities, have enabled them to
make a reduction in their Catalogue prices of from

well as his physical

ed November,

Y Gentlemen, I know
The Appleton. Home

and

mental-

connected

ever

$10 to $50 om each Organ.

that

(See

recent de-

and increase

Priee List dat-

1877.)

Organs of their manufacture are acknowledged
to stand at the head ot instruments of this class;
having merited and received Highest Honors
at all World’s Exhibitions for ten years.

NEW STYLES, NOW READY,

surpass posjous productions in musical excellence and beauty of cases.
Sold for cash, or installments
; or rented until rent pags. Illustrated

with

since

the day of its opening in Boston, occupies
one of the most favorable locations for
the work it aims at’ doing, to be found

the pleasure of announcing

crease in cost of material and labor,

whereof I speak !
at Needham, of

which I am the Superintendent, and

which I have been

have

higher

appetites are developed, and at the end of
thirty days you will find him quite a dif
ferent man, both physically

Catalogues and Reduced Price

Lists (Novemter,

1877,) sent free.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN Co.,
154 Tremont 8t., BOSTON; 25 Union Sq. NEW

anywhere within easy reach of Boston.
The bujldings are handsome and spacious,

YORK; 250 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

1y13

with room lor a large number of inthates,

ry, & convenient barn, and a well-furnished gymnasium and bowling alley. The
grounds comprise over eight acres of firstclass land, which cun be put under high
cultivation and rendered very productive.

Now, my intention has always been to
give to the men under my care, both rec-

CHURCH

—reation and work
as a means of reform, |extent daring the

summer

to some

months,

FURNITURE.

al-

though for want of funds it has not been
carried to such an'¢xtent as I would like.
For the winter, I have wanted to put up
work-shops, where sewing machines could
be run on coarse

work

by the

J. & h. LAMB. 59 Carmine 8t.,N.Y.
Pulpits, ommunion Tables, Chairs\l etc., for church use—constantly in
stock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8. S. Banners in colors and
|
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved

inmates,

furnishing them for a few hours each day,
an employment both light and remunerative.
For, gentlemen, I am satisfied, as any
one must be who gives the matter a few
moments’ consideration, that this idea of
work is the true secret of success in re-

walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.

:

4 1llustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Illustrated Catalogues of Banners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.
1y42

\
U

your.

d ucemen nk gents.
BRriDE & CO.,

New York City..
13646.
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For Cutaneous Disorders,

And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment

Plost fnvalus le. I doe no! eed Sxlernally alone,is
netrates
wit
@ most. search
the very root of the evil,
EShingseilioss 10

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.

CLIMAX

or with aches

and pave settled in

smallof the back at bed time.

will give almost immediate
means have failed,

the

loins, over

This

treatment

relief when
;

all other
i

For Stomachs out of Order.

No medieme will so effectually improve the tone
of the stomach

as

these

Pills;

they

remove

Asthma,

Skin,

Bilious

Bowels,

8y,

Dro

Debility,

Consumption,

the

on

Blotches

Complaints,

Irregularities,
Female
Erysipelas,
Dysentery,
Fevers of all kinds, Fits, Gout, Headache, Indijection, Inflammation, Jaundice, Liver Complaints,
umbago, Piles, Rheumatism, Retention o Urine,
Scrofula er King’s Evil, Sore Throats, Stone or

dteowds

25 Cards,name i gold 200, Hull&Co. Hudson Gr’
XY
47

None

are

genuine

HAYDOCK,

unless

the

signature

as agent for the United

rounds each box of Pills

some reward

and

States,

Ointment,

information

WAY

&

as

may

of J.

New

York,

by

all

sur-
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ain in
Female

from

Uterine

:
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Condensed
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DEATH—DOES

IT

PAY

Procure a Sopy or “ THE TEMPLE

OF

PLEAS-

URE; or, seeing

OF

BROS. 351 Broadway. N. VY.

Chicago.

Life.

Sold everywhere.
{teowdd

a day to Wide Awake Agents.
Sample
4 0 0 and Catalogue free. R. L. FLETCHER, 11
ey St, N. Y.
26t35

Farne -

Man’g’r

“Chicago

Time

Table.

* Day | *Kal.

[tAtlan.'$

Lv,|

7.00am|

Night

[Expss.

ky

9.00am|

345pm|

Kalamazoo. -{12.35 ** |,1.38 **
Jackson, Ar.
,
Jackson, Lv.|3.35* | 4.05 *
Wayne Junc., [5.36 ** | 545 *
.T. Junct'n, | 6.10 *
6.15
Detroit, Ar.[6.25* | 6.30 **

{10.10 **
Exp’s.
| 520am
| 740°
| 825
| 8.40 ‘4

110.26 ** | 2.17am
4.52 *
12.50 * | 4.55 **
| 248 * | 7.15 “
| 320% | 745%
| 335 * | 8.0 *

* Day

|*Jack’n|i

Eve’g t Pacif

Going West. | mail.

5.15pm|

«|

9.00pm

735%

|pymls Juan)

115"

pss. | Exp’ss.

Detroit, Lv.| 7.00am| 9.35am| 4.45pm | 6.05pm| 9.50pm
G. T. Junct’n®| 7.15 ** | 9.55 * | 5.0
**
“ Hugg
Wayne Junc,.| 7.46 ** [10.17 * | 5.32 ** | 6.67 ** [10.42 **

Jackson,

Ar.

Chicago,

Ar.

00pm

w | Livare

Jackson, Lv.[10.20 * 112,15pm
9.30 * 1245
Kalamazoo, =| 1.15
2.40* | 5,00am}12.16am} 2.53 **
Michg’n City,| 4.40 ** | 5,20 * | 8,10 ** | 4,05 ** | 5.47 **

6.55 “ | 7.40pm[10.30 ** | 6,30 * | 8.00

* Sunday excepted.

Saturday and Sunday excepted
t Dailv.
H. B. LEDYARD,
H.C. WENTWORTH,
Gen Supt, Chicago
G. P. & 1. A., Chicago.

1y7

Lake Shore and Mich. SouthernR.R

during

°

New Depot, Van Buren Street, head
of La Salle
Chicago Trains.

| Depart.

| Arrive.

Mail [via main tine) ........|*735am|

T:40po

Atlantic N. Y. Exp»’ss (daily)|

8:00an

Special New York Express | *9:00am{*7:40p
Accommodation .......:. ooo] 3:40pm|
1:50 pn

AND BOU-

| Night

EXpress

Stops $100

5:15 pm|

.cceeeesseeeso|t10°20pmi *5:40
a m

Illinois Central Railroad.
Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second+
Street. Ticket Office 121 Randolph St.. near Clark.

Churches,

half price.

Manufactu-

CHICAGO

ly perfect. The Chime of two and one-half octave
Pehs and the artistic effects capable of being produced by the player are singularly fine,
The tone is full, clear and resonant, and a very
interesting effect is produced with the chime of
bells, —Christian Union,

The Waters’ Pianos are well known smong the
very best. We are enabled to speak of these instru-~
ments with confidence from personal knowledge.
y

‘We can gpeak of the merits of the Waters’Pianos

from personal knowledge, as being of the very best

r

1y37
Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell que

Rane Goods lodsalers No Dedating,
Cxpenses paid.
Permanent
employ-

new address S. A, GRANT £00,

2, 4,6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnatl, O.

en Harvest for Agents. Wesend free,
our new 40-page illustrated catalogue
of Jeyvelry
and Watches, with instruc.
tions how to make money, Address,
M. CRONEGH & CO., Philadel
phia, Pa, or Milwaukee, Wis,

TRAINS,

St. Louis Express,

-

Gilman

=

Leave, | Arrive,

=

= =

[¥8.40aim.|*845p.

St. Louis Fast Line, = = = = | 8.30 p.m. |§ 7.30
Cairo,Arkan’s & Texas Express, 830 py ma)
*7.50
‘airo & New Orleans Express,;*
8.40 a, m.|§ 4.30
Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a. m.|* 4.30
Springfield Night Express, - = § 8.30 p.m.|§730
8 .30°p. m.|* 7.80
Peoria and Keokuk Express, =
Dubuque & Sioux City
Express, i* 9.
Dubuque & Sioux City Express,|* 9
Passenger,

* Except Sunday,
.
.

=

=

=

§ Daily.
.

m

a,
p m
a.m
p.m.
a. m
8, m

= *5

)

FR

.

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy R. R..

Depots foot of Lake Street, Indiana Avenue and Six
teenth Street, and Canal and Sixteenth Streets. Tick=
et Offices 59 Clark Street, and at depots,
CHICAGO

»

1339

245,

Marvin Hughitt,

Gen.

Michg’n City,| 9.23 ** [11.10 **

second-hand of first-class makers including
WATERS?at lower prices for cash orlnstall=
ments or to let until paid for than ever before
offered.
WATERS?
GRAND SQUARE and
UPRIGHT PIANOS & ORGANS (INCLU=

$1200

Office,

Going East. |* Mail.\gyicel Accom.

R-GREAT 0
sthese Tard Times
dispose of 100 PIANOS & ORGANS new and

uality.—Christian Intellingencer.

-

Michigan Central Railroad.

Chime Organ” is a beautiful little instrument, sim-

jgless. Order size two inches smaller
han waist measures over the dress.

Omaha

W. H. Stennett,

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE.

¥, Evangelist.

Street;

Gen. Pass. Ag’, Chicago.

Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,

—N,

Missouri Valley
;
:

your home ticket agents, apply to”

BY

& SONS,

Cars to

under Sherman House;
75 Canal corner Madi-son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kine
zie and Canal streets; Wells Street Depot, corner
Wells and Kinzie Streets.
For rates of information not attaiaahle from

Certificates attesting its virtues have
accumulated, and are constantly being
received, and as many of these cases are
publicly known, they furnish convincing
evidence of the superiority of this Sarsaparilla over every other alterative
medicine.
So generally is its superi:
ority to any other medicine known, that
we need -do-no-more-than-to-assure-the—
public that the best qualities it has ever
possessed are strictly maintained.

Sheet music at

Pullman

fice. No. 5 State

prominent physicians all over the country repose in it, prove
their experience

WATERS

-—

ham Street; San Francisca Office, 121 Montgomery
street; Chicago Ticket Offices: 62 Clark Street,

its cures, and the confidence which

$75. 10 Stops $88.12

5

For Lake Geneva, Four Trains daily.

still so effectual as to purge out from the
system those impurities and corruptions
which develop into loathsome disease.
The reputation it enjoys is derived

SOUVENIR

;

CARS

For
Rockford, Sterling,
Kenosha, .
Janesville, and other points, you can have from
two to ten trams daily.
yg
New York Office No. 415, Broadway ; Boston Ofei-

bined, that the full alterative effect of
each is assured, and while it is so mild
as to be harmless even to children, it is

will

PALACE

This is the ONLY LINE running these cars_between Chicago and St. Paul, Chicago and Mik
waukee, or
deago and Winona.
At Omaha our Sleepers connect with the Over
and Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad.

Trains daily.
Junction.

of Potassium and Iron, and is the most
efficacious medicine yet known
for
the diseases it is intended to enre.
Its ingredients are so skilfully com-

f We

WAU-

0)

vegetable alteratives
— Stillingia, Man
drake, Yellow Dock
— with the Iodides

FFER

Shore Route, and is the only one

ton, Two 7 hrough Trains daily, with Pullman +
Cars on night trainto McGregor, Towa.
For Sieux City and Yankton,
Two

disease, Syphilitic and Mercurial diseases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation,
General Debility, and for Purifying the
- Blood.
This Sarsaparillais
a combination of

PREPARED

FORD, FREE-

Its

For Sparta, La Crosse and Winona, and
points in Minnesota, One Through Tram
daily,
with Pullman Sleepers co Winona.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
trains daily, with Pullman Cars on night train.

Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhcea, arising

from

ELGIN,

Cars on day trains.

Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald

Hen i
m
res,
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
the Bones, Side and Head,
and

for

- For
St. Paul and
Minnea
lis, Two.
through trains daily, with Pplman
Palace Cars.
to Minneapolis.
For Green. Bay and Lake Superior,
Two Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars atched.
For Milwaukee,
Four Through Traing
daily. Pullman Cars on night trains, Parlor Chair

all

skin, Ulcerations of the
Liver, Stomach, Kidneys,
Lungs, Pimples, Pustules,
= Boils, Blotches, Tumors,

ulceration,

route

South, the trains of the Chicago & Nort!
ern Railway LEAVE CHICAGO
as follows:
‘For Council Bluffs, Omaha and California, Two Through Trains daily, with Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
through to Council Bluffs.

scrofulous diseases, Erysipelas, Rose, or St. Anthony’s Fire, Eruptions and
Eruptive diseases of the

internal

only

a re run on all through trains of this road.

Sars aparilla

Re

'
A

Its

Freeport and Dubuque Line
the

PORT, and all points via Freeport.

PULLMAN

fgg}
and

Is

KEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA to MILWAUKEE.

every disorder are affixed to eachbox.

Scrofula.

Its

passing through EVANSTON, LAKE FOREST,

N. B.—Directions for the guidance of patients in

For.

Its

Chicago and Milwaukee Line

each.
Ba-There is 2 considerable saving by taking the
larger sizes.

me

Chicago, Madison and 8t. Paul Line

Is the short line for NORTHERN WISCONSIN and:
MINNESOTA, and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPPOLIS, DULUTH and all points in the Great

Is the old Lake

respectable

28d world, in boxes at 256 cents, 62 cents, and

.

best route for all points im
ILLINoIS, IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA,
WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. Its

.

druggists and dealers m medicine throughout the
Fy

Is the shortest and

NORTHERN

A hand-

lead to the detection of

and

.

Omaha and Oalifornia Line

HANCOCK and the LAKE SUPERIOR COUNTRY.

any party or ‘parties counterfeiting the medicines
or vending the same, knowing them to be purious.
+*x Sold at the manufactory of Professor HOLLOCo.,,

Its

Is the only line for JANESVILLE, WATERTO
FoND Du Lag, OSKOSH, APPLETON, GREEN BAY}
ESCANABA, NEGAUNEE, MARQUETTE, HOUGHTO

will be given to.any one rendering

such

THE CHICAGO & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY

Embraces under one management the Great Trunk
Ballway Lines of the WEST
& NORTHWEST,
and, with its numerous branches and connections,
forms the shortest and quickest route between
CHICAGO and all points in ILLINOIS, WISCONSIN,
NORTHERN MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, Iowa, NEBRASKA, CALIFORNIA and the WESTERN TERRITO-

Green Bay and Marquette Line

rers and Dealers, 40 EAST 14th STREET,

i

Seal Brown & Bottle

points in Southern and Central Minnesota.

Union Squares New York. P.0. Box, 3567.
TESTIMONIALS.
The N. ¥. Times says: ‘Waters’ Orchestrion

Secures HEALTH and COMFORT of
Body, with GRACE and BEA®IY of
Form,
Three Garments in one.
Approved by all physicians.
AGENTS
WANTED.
Samples by mail, in Coutil, $2:
Satteen, $1.75. To Agents at 25 cts.

Blue,

Is the only route for WINONA, ROCHESTER, OWATONNA, MANKATO, ST. PETER, NEW ULM; and alk

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

Schools, Lodges ele.

w
TN
(PR
{

SCOUNDRELISMD

Winona and St. Peter Line

of all kinds, Weakness from any cause, etc,

A liberal discountto Teachers, Ministers,

’
A
NY

Best Book of the Year
dteow46

OF

: Cardinal, Navy

Northwest.

Gravel, Tic-Doulourex, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms

HORACE

Pads.

PLEASURE:

on’t miss buying “THE TEMPLE of PLEASURE.”

RIES.

all

acidity occasioned either by intemperance or imProper diet. They reach the liver and reduce it
0 a healthy action; they are wonderfully eflicacious in cases of spasm—in fact they never fail in
f curing all disorders of the liver and stomach.
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the best known in
Ague.
the world for the following diseases:

8 Stops

Self-Adjusting

OF

Disorders of the Kidneys.

cash, not used a year, in perfect order and
warranted. LOCAL
& TRAVELING AG’TS
WANTED. Illustrated Catalogues
Mailed.

DR. WARNERS
HEALTH CORSET.
With Skirt Supporter and

TEMPLE

SBKEING LIFE.”
Y

The

J

Invariably cure the following diseases:

“THE

DOIR) arethe BEST MADE.7 Octave Pian.
os £150.71=3 do $160 not used an year,
2?
Stop Organs $60. 4 Stops $58. T Stops KGS.

dteowdd

set, or three sets for
50 cents.

pils.by, re

five hoxes of your pills.”

- DING THEIR NEW

formatory institutions
for
inebriates.
Without it tT would not give a picayune

match 25 cents per

+

pills b

of its udefulness.

a handsome chapel, a well-stocked libra-

and this I have been able to do

“Send me

s

REDUCED.

di teowd 4

Ladies Elegant Trt.
tation

Ihave over 200 such testimonials as these but
want of space compels:me to conclude.
)

do

observes

His

your

turn mail, for chills and fever,

but too imperfectly, the consideration

render him to serve bis sentence. I give.
ihe proper attention to his physical needs,
and by throwing the proper influences
around him, I strengthen his moral as
nature.

“‘ Let me have three boxes of

the interests involved so well deserve?

ADVERTISEMENTS.

:

. I enclose a dollar; your price is 25 ce
medicine to me.is orth a foliar,”
Te, Wi the

we have done, and the result we have ac-

the fall

shall

dear little thing plod for Solera)
‘My nausea of & morning is now cured.”
“Your box of Holloway’s Ointment
noises in the head. I To bed some Pu
ment behind the ears, and the noise has left.” meat
yd me two boxes; I want one for a poor
fam.

complished.
:
May I not indulge the hope that -your
Honorable Body will give this subject, I
am painfully conscious of having handled

understanding that he has made himself a

the rules of the

bl]

Courts

us are concerned, we are willing to
under the supervision of your State
of Charities, and will report to your
orable Body every year, as to the

I propose to

He comes to me with

2

your

RESCUE

that ae

‘“ 1 gave one of your pills to my ba
morbus; the

dustry and places of correction, thus fore-

toxication and still be respectable, his’ not propose {o surrender our Insti‘ution to
chances of reformation are very small in- the State; we simply ask the State to aid
deed, but when once he has come to him-

“Dr, Holloway
oh
Jel
y has cured
red my headache

selves,

overlooked , common drunkard,
“You
have made us what we are,” they say to

our children, our wives,—all we ask is a
chance to redeem the past under favorable circumstances, that we may be no
longer outcasts, bul men once more.”

Now, in my experience with these men,

a

the regions of the
kidneys, these Pills should be
taken according to the printed directions, and
the Ointment should be well rubbed intp the

by your present sysfor those men them-

TN

|

sisters, the wives, the children of the men

you are degrading
tem,—yea, I plead

ter.
[ have usually found that when

me

MISSIONS

“Your pills are marvelous.”
¢
Ly
“JT eend for another box and a k eep them in the

In all diseases affecting these organs, whether
they secrete too much or too little water; or
whether they be affiicted with stone or gravel,

that you and everybody else had lost confidence in us, we lost confidence in our-

woman worthy of the name will do what
for all your asylums and homes, no matis right if it is shown to them. Itis
ter where located, how handsome and
wrong and hurtful to expect too little of the heavenly land, for any sounds which convenient their buildings are, or who is
anybody. Men and women, boys and they produce there.—H. W. Beecher..
at the head of them. After the inmate of
girls will do and will be just about what
such an institution has got over the effects
we let them know we expect them to do
of his debauch, he thinks he is all right;
TEMPERANCOE,
and be. If we setup ‘for them a low
he becomes uneasy, and if allowed to restandard, it will ‘be partly our fault if
| main entirely idle, his mind goes back to
THE STATE'S DUTY TO THE INEBRIATE.
they do’ mot go higher. If we expect
his old sprees, and desire for drink seizes
The superintendent of the Appleton upon
them to be petty and narrow, malicious,
him once more, not to leave him
Temporary
Home,
at
Needham,
Mass.,
spiteful oo revengful, it is very likely
again until it has mastered him and causthey will be so. “You can’t put old heads D. Banks McKenzie, addressed th(se ed him to fall. Such a wan may someon young shoulders,” is one of the popular words to the Massachusetts’ Legislature, times be all right so long as temptation
remarks most fallaciously applied.
No,
is kept out of the way, but the moment he
last spring :
d
:
you can not, or at least, you ought not to
is exposed to it, he has no‘strength to reGentlemen
of
the
Massachusetts
Legislabe able to doit. . ./ . Maturity will
sist, and he falls in spite of all yqu can do
lure:
;
be just exactly that for which youth has
to keep bim up. If, on the contrary, he
prepared the way. The chances are ten
As may be known to your honorable has every daya few hours of healthy la-'
to one that the good-for-nothing in early body, it i8 now more than four years since bor to perform, both his body and his
life will be worse than good-for-nothing I first engaged in the work of reforming mind grow vigorous, and he becomes fitwhen time shall have silvered his hair. It inebriates, ana during that time, hun- ted once more to discharge aright the duis mistaken kindness for society to cover dreds of cases have come under my care, ties of life,
;
up or excuse even the beginnings of a both
Yet with all this, let me say right here,
at Boston where the Appleton
lapse from decency.
It is worse than a Ilome was-at first located, and at
Need- that I would not have you understand that
mistake (pronouncing ‘judgment accord- ham where it now is.
our Institution is, or is meant to be, a
result).
» Ing to the
b
et every individual’
I assume, therefore, that I have a right kind of work-house. No, nothing like it,
Who desires to see a strong, pure race of to speak for the class of unfortunates fog for we want the men to feel that their
men and women coming upon the siage whom I labor, and to give the results of work, which occupies only a few hours
Pl

re-

no prospects before him, except to seek
forgetfulness in drink,be again arrested,
and so on to the end of the da:k chap-

law-breaker, and that unless he

his

cal and intel ectual power upon material
things; and that is a fair judgment in the

actually

at she- ing upon us associalions
with petty
end of his time, he will be set at liberty, thieves and eommon broilers, you have
debased in his own estimation, and with degraded us more and more, until, finding

over matter and over men, by

like a half-idiot dwarf in the bodies of
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.
men. ‘The inward man perishes while
From a lecture lately delivered on this the outward man grows fat day by day,”
subject to the students of Hillsdale Col- would be the world’s utterance, inverting
the text of the apostle; whereas the ideal
lege, by the lady Principal, we make a truth is that while the outward man of
few sample extraets:
time and accidents is thrown down and
Of all the pestilential scourges which imprisoned, it comes to pass that through
afflet sociéty, those persons whose con- its exercises and experiences the inward
versation and remarks are constantly man is being built with loftier purposes,
tending to lower the standard of morals with a better will, with nobler attain——and-hebavior—ameng young —people;-are| | ments, and with a hope that pierces into |
the most to be dreaded, It does not mend the cloud of death, and reigns triumphant
the malter but makes it all the worse, in the great realm beyond.
Now, our Master himself declared—and
that these persons are very often good
and well-meaning, and entirely innocent most solemn is the declaration—that when
of any intention to do harm, and would death has screened us, ¢ the last shall be
feel exceedingly hurt and abused, if told first and the first shall be last.” We are
they bad doue so. They are benevolently all living by the measurement of the eye
disposed, and, wishing to look indulgent- and the ear and the hand; but God does

pernicious

the

instance.

in; but it too often is deformed, and

consider bow much their words may mean,
or what they -are trying to excuse. These
people will tell you that such and such
a thing would be right, but you can’t get
young people to do it. This is a false and

necessaries

According to the way of the world, we | The man is sent to me at Needham,

Both should let the light of their testimony which simply runs to uses in the economy
shine before men and witness against all of society. The man of immortality, the
wrong-doing, as well as for its opposite. mind, should be aroused and should grow
— Lutheran Standard.
;
strong, and should become brighter with-

ly on the thoughtless errors of the young,
they do not always wisely discriminate,
or

the

judge a man by his quickness of thought,
y his acuteness of skill, by his control

Witnesses are sometimes afraid to tell outward sphere; but the trouble is that
the whole truth in human courts lest they we stop there without considering that
should

of

in

are

duty to that large class of men for whom

put you on probation for ary days, on
condition that you spend
that time at
such a place, or under so-and-so’s care.”

THE IDEAL TRUTH,

Christ,

revelation,
they. be beheaded for the
witness of “Jesus and for the Word of
God.
.

best

she has a right to ask that you shall go in
and out before her as children loyal and
obedient, as men and women whose
words and deeds are prompted by a determination to be true to all the conditions of a noble manhbvod and woman-

and

though men receive not their testimony,
and even though, like the martyrs of the

want

are

often in ac-

should feel that he is personally responsi- | influences, and sees himself just as others

authority of law were here destroyed, the
comfort and safety of each member of the
be destroyed likewise.
even opposes that trath as she is to labor community would
for the conversion of souls or the edifica- —The claims of your Alma Mater upon
tion of saints. “The zospel of the king- her children are strong and real. She has

dom shallbe preached in all the world for

fines,

of well-meaning men who falsely imagine
they are taking the proper way to correct show you to-day, both sober and indusan abuse from which they are suffering,or trious, who came to me in rags and all
by the act of villians who fully intend all unnerved by a debauch upon which he
the harm they are perpetrating, and this entered the very day he left Deer Island,
worthless and wicked element rushes where he had served repeated - sentencfrom its lurking places, more ferocious es.
:
and more pitiless than the savage beasts
It is no use to disguise it, so long as

geance false witnesses and perjured persons. “I will be a swift witness against munity, and, like other communities, it is
up of all the different elements.
false swearers.” Witnesses are sworn to made
Ronn
Fr
1¢

What a dread punishment do they risk
who are false witnesses of God! The
church of Christ is as distinctly called to
witness for his truth and against whatever

repeated

spoken of, but that they

formed, as an abundance of examples
will prove, by just such means, at the
Appleton Home.
In view, thtfefore, not
of my theories,but of the incontrovertible
facts by which I support them, I appeal
to you, the rulers and and law-makers of
our good old Commonwealth, and I ask,
‘* Is the State, through you, doing her

PILLS.

Extraoty from various Letters:

assistance

Gentlemen, these things
I am speaking
of are not mere experiments with me;
they are facts, established and proven by
actual occurrences, and if you will take
the troubleto visit me at” Needham, 1
shall show you mot only that inebriates
can be reformed by the means I have

tutions of our good old Commonwealth

are sadly deficient.
Boston for instance:

journ at the House of Industry? Is it not

as one who is fearless in doing what he
believes to be right. Did
you yield, you
would indeed lose your influence and be

HOLLOWAY’S

in

convinced

higher help, even that divine
which religion alone can give.

er,

Well, what will be

wishes

servation and experience have

nineteenth

fended justice, andto reform the’ offend-

tual
the cogtrary,

elevating

IDNIGHT

R
THE
FALLEN.
No Bridge of Mercy
Hell to
eaven, St. Augustine and the fallenfrom
Gladiator.
Imploring cries for Help and Ven eance.
Wicked to Dance in the Parlor? On this and Is it
other
topics, consult “THE TEMPLE OF PLEAS
;
Or, Seeing Life.” Everybody will read URE
it;
booksellers have it. One Dollar, Mailed free, all
on
receipt of
price by thie Publisher. WM. B. MUCKLOW, 42d
Btreet and Madison Avenue, New York
City.

M

the Whole World.

lectures

me long since, that while we strengthen
century, the design of punishment is both body and mind by such means as
two-fold—to averge the majesty of of- lie within our power, the soul needs a

nerve to pay his

for

To this we add

their tendéncies, and sound moral and
religious influences ; for, after all, my ob-

As I understand it, in the light of the

straightened circumstances,

be

~

‘the

and cheerfully,

and literary entertainments,

among their friends.

do in establishing correct ideas of persouAnd penitence hath shriven,
al responsibility. 1f the student does not
And truth is crowned and glorified,
learn them before his school-days are
There—only there—is
heaven.
ended, he is very likely never to do it,and
—Eliza Scudder.
he loses much in failing to become what his debatioly rd of the uncomfortable
he might otherwise have been. . . . night he ha€’spent in his cell at the sta
YE ARE MY WITNESSES.
For trying and proving the stuff that peo- tion house, and in nine cases out of ten,
A witness is a person that gives testi- ple are made of, T have sometimes thought the very first thing he will do, will be to
mony. Witness in Greek is martys or there is no life like that of the student. . go fora gin-shop, and in a few days he
martyr, aud signifies one who gives testi- . +. As you stand or fall here, so will will be arrested again, until he becomes
mony to the truth at the expense of life, you do when student life shall have been a regular repeater, and having worn out
Witnessing was one great object of Christ's replaced by larger interests and wider everybody’s patience, he is sent to the
mission into the world. Long before he spheres. The character a man takes on House of Industiy as a common drunkard. In the meantime, his mother or his
was born Isaiah prophesied of Christ, “I
wife, who, perhaps, have strained every
have given him for a Witness unto the

people.”

Mark These Facts,
The Testimony of

ployment than a labor, thus rendering it
a thing which they will do both willingly |

making paupers and -nuisances of them,
that they may once more take the place
which is their birthright, in society and

Christian civilization of this

387

of each day,is more a recreation and em-

1d Vd VS HYS

Selections.

discard those trite phrases offered so glibly and good naturedly in apology for
acts that are morally wrong and low.
Let stern disapprobation and
disgust

MORNING

v1

4

TRAINS,

Leave,

|

Arrive,

Mail and Express,
=
w =
L¥T25 a.m * 745 ps m
Ottawa & Streater Passenger, - [*7.25 a. m.|* 7.45 p. m
Rockford, Dubuque &
Siyux iy *9:30 a.m. {* 4.25 p, m
Pacific Fast Line for Om#haa
Kansas City,
= = = = = = *10.30 a. m\* 8.40 pn, m
Aurora Passenger,
=~
* 3.10 p.m,|{$ 7558. m
Mendota, Ottowa and Streater|
.
Passenger,
*4.15 p. m.|*10.40
a. m Aurora
Passenger, 8 ® - « "530 p. m.[*8.550a, m
Aurora Passenger, (Sunday) «| 1.00p. m.! 10104. m
Dubuque & Sioux Citv Express,|* 9.80 p. m.|* 7.05 a. m
Pacific Nighi Express for Omaha, 110.00 D.m.|t 6558. m
ansas City, Les venworth, Ate
.
:

chison & St. Juse
* Ex. Su

avs,

+

Express, 110,00 p.m! 6.55. m

Ex.Saturdave

1Xx. Mondaywly

ST

11

FRR

re

The

Morning Star.
dl

WEDNESDAY,
——

DISMISSING PASTORS.
ly it becomes necessary
ional
Occas

5, 1877.

The important work’ of alleviating the
condition of the worthy poor depends in

. found

gifts.

who

deserve

the

the

In every city it
persons will be

may “be

manner in which it is brought about. He
may be ignorant of any serious dissatisfaction with his labor, may even be lay-

benefits of such

and their needs

are real and pressing. We wish to ask
for such the sympathy and help of those
who have an abundance of temporal blessings. Winter is approaching, the seasen
in which the wolf at the door is never
It is painful 10 note, especially
fiercer.
on thanksgiving week, that several of
the worthy missions in different cities are
reporting an empty treasury, and that

ing plans for future work, with

of

larger

results;

when
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learns from the officers of the church, or
from the action of the church itself, that

his services are no longer needed, and
that he must gather up his household effects, and find a home in some other, and
perhaps distant, part of the land. Isit to
be wondered at, that a great sorrow falls
two or three of them are, therefore, clos- on an entire household, and that there
ing wp their work. Now is the season, of should be a feeling that wrong has been
Sat
the whole year, when such work ought to done?
Be
This sort of procedure is illustrated by
find ample means at its disposal.
merciful, as you hope to obtain mercy.
a recent occurrence, thoughan extreme
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than 300 of the Polynesian islands have wrong and the right way of accomplishbeen brought to Christianity in the last ing the same result. A pastor at a large
fifty years, or that so many thousands in meeting of his parish, upon reading divers
the East have forsaken paganism for the notices handed him, fell upon one the
true religion. But on the other hand, it purport of which was to-calla meeting,
should be reckoned for a great deal. «to consider the expediency of disEveryone of these cases is-proof that the pensing with the services of the present
promises will be kept, and that the hope pastor, for the furtherance of the prosperof the realization of the missionary ilea ity of the church and the exaltation of the
is not a vain one. Many toilers may die cause of Christ.” This was the first inwithout seeing this glory of God, but timation the pastor had had of any distheir faithful work is like the seed from satisfaction in his congregation, and of
which a precious harvest shall spring. course, he was, as is natural, very much
Let us, therefore, think of the work not as sarprised and grieved. His wife, who was
one in which so little has been accom- present, fainted on the spot, which,under
plished during all this long century, but the circumstances, was a very proper
considering all the thing for her to do.
as one in which,
obstacles to be overcome, there has really
It will be safe to say, that generally
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heen great progress.
in cases of imprudences of this kind,noth« «The careless voting of American
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Much

intelligence,to say nothing of ‘the masses,” shall vote according to the dictates
of an enlightened conscience—will that

may be

‘done to bring it about,—indeed, the main

hope of ‘bringing it about is by proper
instructionin the family and the church,
and especially by a correct example in
voting on the part of the parent and the
Christian. A great obstacle in the way
of an approach to pure

voting

appears in

the striking similarity between the way
in which professed Christians vote and
the way in which politicians vote. ‘The
‘moral principle toast will not stand
straight at the ballot boxas toa limp to be
_of much practical worth.
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them Jeads into the wide avenue at the
farther end of! which there is no hope.:
There is no hope to the sensualist while
in the pursuit of his vicious course. The
swindlers in insurance companies have
no hope in the spiritual outcome of their
Magdalen sees
The
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no hope at the end of the road she is
traversing. But there is a positive sequel
to these courses. It is despair.
Nor is the want of hope confined to the

not a few cases, result not so much from
the act of a pastor's dismissal, as from the

Fortune, or health, or friends, or

all, have forsaken them,

he

wanting in that degree of devotion and
fidelity to the flock needed for even tolerable success. But such changes are often attended with. dissatisfaction and
trouble. Sometimes the pastor feels aggrieved and injured. At other times, a
portion of the church will do something
more than disapprove of the action of the
majority, and so there arise divisions and
wranglings.
Now these unpleasant consequences, in
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THE MODEL
Well,

church!

* Dear Jack,” pleaded his wife, * ‘don’t

go out now.”
;
“! Let me alone, Abby. No man shall
strike a child of mine without having a
chance to strike me. I shall go and see

It made me think of good old times, before my

hairs were gray.
The meetin’-house

was

finer

built

than

they

were years ago;
But then I found, when
built for show.

I went

in,’it wasn’t
:

Sol. Gordon, and I'll give

him

such a

The sexton didn’t seat me way back by the licking as he won't forget in a buzey-¥/
And Jack closed the sentence with a terdoor;
rible
oath.
;
He Enew that I was old and deaf, as well as
*“ No—no,
Jack—don’t
go.
What
old and poor.

good will it do ? Wait until you are more

He must have been a Christian, for he led me
boldly through
;
The long aisle of that pleasant church to find a
pleasant pew.

cool.”
:
‘ Pshaw ! Go away, Abby. There is
not power enough on earth to save Sol.
I wish you’d heard the singin’—it had the old- Gordon from a drugging ; and I'll give it
time ring—
to him before the sun goes down!”
The preacher said with trumpet voice, ** Let
And as Jack Sprout Jooked at that moall the people sing;”
ment he guve awful evidence that he was
The tune was ** Coronation,” and the music
upwards rolled
Till T thought
I heard the
their harps of gold.

striking

her husband by the arm,

to me one
hurt ; and
stones at
Solomon

melodidus choir,
And sang, as in my youthful days, ‘‘Let angels
prostrate fall,

Bring forth the royal diadem and
Lord of all.”

crown

~ I tell you, wife, it did me good
hywn once more,

to

Him

sing

that

-

I felt like some wrecked mariner

who

gets

a

glimpse of shore, .
I alm0st want to lay aside this weather-beaten
forever

from

The preachin’! Well, I can’t just tell all that
the preacher said;
I know it wasn’t written, I know it wasn’t
read;
He hado’t time to read, for the lightnin’ of
his eye
Went passing ‘long’ from pew
to pew, nor
passed a sinner by.
The sermon wasn’t flowery, ’twas simple gospel truth,
. It fitted poor old men like me, it fitted hopeful
youth.
’Twas full of consolation for weary hearts that
bleed,
]
*Twas full of invitations to Christ—and not to

creed.

elt

The preacher made sin hideous in Gentiles and
in Jews;
He dhot the golden sentences straight at the
finest pewsvy
And, though I can’t see very well, I saw the
falling tear
That told me hell was someway off, and heav-

en very near.
How swift the golden
that holy place!

moments

"every happy face!

Se

Again

I longed for that sweet time when
friend shall meet with friend,
‘When congregations ne’er break up and Sab-

baths have no end.

!

I hope to meet that minister, the congregation,
too,
:
In the dear home beyond the skies, that shines
from heaven’s blue,
I doubt not I’ll remember, beyond life’s even-

ing gray,

The face of God’s dear servant whe preached
His Word fo-day.
+

Dear wife, the fight will
victory be won,

soon

The shining goal is just

be

fought,

ahead,

the

the

race

is

nearly run.
O’er the river we are nearin’ they are throngin’ to the shore
To shout our safe arrival where the weary

weep no more.

:

do

would

not

bark

listen

at

the

to blows.

you

for

fighting

yourself, bat this is not a

that

for your strength and muscle.
a higher and nobler strength

JACK SPROUT’'S CONVERSION.
Jack Sprout swore a terrible oath. In
fact, he swore quite a number of oaths,
for he was very angry. It was nothing
wonderful for Jack Sprout to swear, even

. in the presence of his wife, for he was

and

he

would

keep

And yet Jack

was a good

band, an indulgent father, an industrious
man, an accommodating neighbor, and

Kill me if you

Beat me,

though

Solomon was a strong, bold man,

over the railing tg, the little fellow just
coming to the surface of the foaming

flood,—a carly-headed

boy,

just

about

the age of his own darling Freddy—
stretching forth his tiny arms in an agony of despair. It was a lerrible place,
that seething, roaring pool ; the waters of

the

danger

of

the little

one—and

only

stopped to kick off his boots, and, throvw- |

he possessed many other excellences of ing aside his coat, he leaped down into
character which might have made him a the angry flood. He caught the boy in

0-0-0
* 40+

them,

to pray with them, to be a loving companion and friend to my children. I had
to neglect my house many times. I had
I should have liked to do. I was so busy
adorning their minds and cultivating their
hearts’ best affections,

that

I could

not

adorn their bodies in fine clothes, though
I kept them neat and comfortable at all
times.

I have my reward now. - My sons

are ministers of the gospel, my grown-up
daughter a lovely Christian woman. 1
have plenty of time now tofést, plenty of

time to keep my house in perfect order,
plenty of time to indulge myself in many

be always like a heap of coals

ways, besides going .about

upon

my

the

have no more reason to thank God that I

saved your child than I have.

When

1

went forth from my house I was full of
wrath and madness, and curses were upon
my lips and in my heart. I would bave

sought such

revenge

as the wild beast

seeks. Is it not better that I found your
little Andy in the flood ; and isit not bet-.
ter that my great strength was used in
house, slamming the door after him.
;
Away went Jack Sprout with rapid, saving his life? I forgive you, Sol.,from
heavy strides; and had Solomon Gordon the bottom of my heart. And now I say,
;
fallen in his way just then, he would most it’s all right.”
And
so
was
cemented
a
friendship
holy
assuredly have been severely beaten; for
and lasting.
2

yet Jack was a very Herculian.
But Jack was destined to get pretty
thoreughly cooled off before he met the
object of his wrath. As he approached
the bridge that spanned the river just be-

but

Jack. Do anything you like, only forgive
me,so that this saving act of yours sha'n’t

‘¢ Solomon,I tell yoa it's all right. You

word.
His temper was at the boiling
point, and he was fairly aching to get his
hands upon the man who had dared to
strike his boy ; for Freddy was his pet,
and every blow that had been laid upon
the child’s body had been a mark of fire
upon his own heart. So he put his wife
away from him, and hurried from the

thinking:

pains to talk with them, to read to

Oh, what can I

before experienced, Jack Sprout said:

his

sat

GIVE YOURSELF.
Said a mother to me one day, * When
my children were young I thought the
very best thing I ¢ould do for them was
to give them myself.” So I spared no

* It isn’t all

will.

and

no time to indulge in many things which

head.”
;
And with a sudden impulse—under

He bad sworn that he would thrash Sol-

the great river came pouring down from
lan- a high dam ; but Jack did not hesitate; he
bus- forgot his enemy—forgot everything but

sadly given to the habit of profane

guage.

own life.

~¥No, Abby—you were good always.”
Gordon,

bd

It's all right.”

It can’t be right.

In a Minute more the little coin

Seeming slight perturbations in the
current of men’s life sometimes works
marvelous changes for good or for ill.
‘* Abby,” said Jack Sprout—it was late
in the evening and they had been sitting
for some time without speaking—‘I believe I am converted. Saul of Tarsus that
you read to Freddy about last Sunday,
was not more suddenly brought to light
than I have been. Really and truly there
is more virtue in kindness than in enmity,

it blesses everything and everybody. Ile
who bestows it is as much blessed as he,
who receives it.”
And then the wife, with her arm placed
gently around her husband’s neck, kindly

said ;
* Dear Jack, wouldn’t we both be bappier if we would try by the blessed Tules
laid down by our Saviour ?"—Selected,

|

my

Master's

business whenever he has need of me.
bave-a, thousand

they have gone out into the world, { have:
the sweet consciousness of having done
all I could.to make them ready for whatever work God calls them to do. I gave
‘them the best I could, myself.”

OAST A LINE FOR YOURSELF,
A young man stood listlessly watching
some anglers on a bridge. He was poor
and dejected. At last approaching a basket filled with wholesome looking fish, he
sighed:
:
* If, now, I bad these, I would be happy. I could sell them at a fair price, and
buy me food and lodgings.”
“I will give you just as many, and just
as good fish,” said the owner, who had
chaneed to overhear his words, *“ if you
will do me-a trifling favor.”
“And what is that?” asked the other.
“Only tend this line till I come back.
I wish to go on a short errand.”
The proposal was gladly accepted. The
old man was gone so long that the young
man began to be impatient, Meanwhile,
the hungry fish snapped greedily at the

baited hook, and the young

man

lost ali’

his depression inthe excitement of pulling them in; and whiyn the owner of the
line returned, he had daught a large number. Counting out
from them as many as

enough came up in the same track.

were in the baskef,

and

presenting

them

see others

earning

what

you

need,

to

but

cast a line for yourselt.,”— Rural Home.

Little Katherine sat in the pew alone.
“I've got orders, positive orders—not
The chip bat which het mother bad woven
to
go
there—orders that
T daré mot dis|as best she could; had slipped back on her |
strong man persevered. More than ounce shoulders as she sat leaning forward, with obey,” said a youth who was being temptthose who had gathered upon the rocks her small chin resting on her hand and ed to a smoking and gambling saloon,
“Come, don’t be so womanish—come
had reason to fear that neither the man her eyes on the preacher.
along like a man,” shouted the youths.
nor the child would come forth alive, but
Nobody would have guessed but that

But Jack held his own against the - mad

he was good looking, and kind hearted,
.and genial, and social, and so he had

~ gained for a wife one of the very best
maidens of our town,

as well

as

one

the handsomest.
bégrimmed

with

and tear-streaked

his story was, that Solomon

a

As

where

him.

for himself, a few minutes rest so

far

of restored him that he was able to walk;
and he had sustained no injury, save
a few

Master Freddy Sprout, aged five years,

stood by his mother’s side,

rent, and finally reached the shore,

many hundreds were ready to help

tor-

sadly

face, and

Gordon had

trifling bruises.
had come forth

And as for the boy, he

in

safety,

for

held him above the water during

time of his struggle.

:

Jack

had

all the

she knew the sermonby heart,so well bad
she seomed

to

listen;

and,

indeed,

she

could have told a great deal of it, but she
wasa little body. and there were many
parts she

did

not

understand.

Besides,

strange as it might seem, she had something to trouble her busy mind; indeed,
the whole service through she had been
halting and wavering between two opinions.
:
Nobody would have dreamed of it, but

whipped him with a stick, and the boy's | And when Jack Sprout had regained
legs still bore a few slight tokens of the his breath, and was able to speak, he
castigation. Two other boys had come looked to see the boy he had saved, and the more she tried to listen the more the
conflict wént on—the more she wavdred
home with Master Freddy, and their, tes- he saw that it {was Andy Gordon,
a and hesitated.
A stray glance {foward a
timony corroborated that which the suf- bright-eyed, curly-haired, red-faced
boy, small coin in her hand would, alone, have
ferer had given, Freddy, with some of not a year older than was his son
Fred- | given a elue to the direction of her troubhis playmates, had’ been throwing stones dy.
3
.
led thoughts.
at Mr. Gordon's dog, and one of the niis“ Where's papa?” asked the dripping
It was a little silver bit, one of the val
siles hurled by Freddy had hit the animal child.
.
uables
she had hoarded among the old
and caused him

to how!

with

pain.

Of

« He is coming,” answered

some one

course the stone thrown by such a tiny in the crowd.
/
hand could not have inflicted much injury |
Jack
looked
up
and
saw
Solomon
Gorupon the brute; but Solomon Gordon
+ loved his dog, and when he saw what don coming—Solomon, pale and terforstricken—and with all possible

haste he
had been done, he caught Master Freddy
seized his coat and boots and hurried
and gave him a thrashing; for be it
away. He could not meet Solomon Gorknown that Solomon Gordon was just
don then.
3 ot A such another man as Jack Sprout—warm
‘* Mercy ! what is it Jack ?”

“hearted, generous and neighborly; but
Mrs. Sprout wasjialarmed. Her husrough, urgducated, strong-willed, and
band
was dripping wet, his step tottering,
impulsive.
his breathifig was labored, and there wag
1

scraps of things in her treasure box—the
most valued of them all. But she had
nothingto drop in the treasury she had

‘come to think was

the

treasury

of

the

Lord—nothing but the one coin looked. at
and kept so long. This she had resolved
to'give up, and with a fluttering little
heart had taken it from ber box and earried it in at the pew door without a thought
of turning back ; but the time of the serv-

ice was long and the little treasure grew
dear each moment that

she

had

it,

and

But these are only incidental features of the
last a memoir of
characteristics of

book, which is from firstto
but one man who shared the

Dr. Woodbridge was a metaphy-

all of these.

questions

sician as well as theologian, and the

that were agitated daring his time, and in
which be took an active part, were well cal
Among

best.

his

at

culated to exhibit him

these questions were those which grew’ out of
the * Sloddardean departure™from Puritan
principles and practices, the Unitarian defection, the doctrineof Universalism, of ¢ Perfectionism,” and the **Novelties” of Dr. N. W.
Taylor. Thus the volume sketches some of the
important periods of New Eugland theology,
und avisés at once above the character of a
We should think
merely biographical sketch.

that both pastors and theologians would evjoy

reading it, for while it deals with topics that
the latter might like to review,it also describes

the habits and methods with which the former
crown

It is a
might profitably be familiar.
($2.00).
8vo. volume of 473 pages.

REBECCA, OR A WOMAN'S SECRET.

By Mrs.

Caroline
F.
Corbin.
Chicago:
Jansen,
. McClurg & Co. 12mo: pp. 838. ($1.50).
This is a story with a ** mission,” designed,

as the author says, “ to serve a single purpose
for the present day and generation.”
The
successive pages inwroduce us to a variety of
characters who move as factors ‘in the solution of the social problem which the story so
the most part very cleverly drawn, and the
reader finds himself at a loss to determine
whether most to admire the pare-minded,
but
terribly wronged heroine, Rebecca,the quaint,
strong-souled, great-hearted
Dr, Gaines, or
the chivalric, constant and justly triumphant

Gladstone.

The

story is designedto

awaken more general recognition of the social wrongs of woman and to suggest a rem-

edy.

There are some strong dramatic descrip-

tions in the book, the style ys easy and grace.
ful, and will be able to sof reader’s atten-

tion unflaggingly to the end. Asa whole, the
book is one to commend, and will materially
tend to awaken the attention and strengthen
the conscience of the public on an important
subject. Much as we like the book, however,
we can not forbear the remark that the retention of the last chapter both mars the symmetry, and awakens the general effect sought

to be produced—a defect easily to be remedied
in future editions,
which
may be found
necessary.
Orr CoMmMON INSkCTS.

A

Popular

accouat

“ No,

I can’t break orders,” said John.

*¢ What special orders have you got?
Come, show them to us, if you can. Show
us your orders.”

:

Johntook a neat wallet from his pocket,
and pulled out a neatly folded paper.
¢ It's here,” he said, unfolding the paper,

and showing it to the boys.
They looked and read aloud:
* Enter not into the path of the wicked
man. Avoid it; pass not by it; turn
som it, and pass away.”
¢ Now," said John, ** you see my orders forbid me going with you. They are
God's orders, aad by his help I don’t
mean to break them.”
ii

An old gamekeeper, named John, kept
a tame starling, which could talk a little.
When, for instance, the gamekeeper said,
*¢ Where are you, Bob ?” the starling answered, “Here
Iam.” ,
iil

_ Charles, the ‘neighbor’s son, took great
delight in the bird, and often came to see

it.

.

Once, Charles came when the keeper
wasut; he quickly seized the bird, and

put it in his pocket to carry it away. But
Just as he was running out, the Yeon
came in, and thinking to give the hoy
pleasure, he called out, ** Bob, where are
you?” and the bird replied from the boy's

-pocket, * Here Lam mn

Age,”

Horse,”

(Illus)

* The

George

Cone-

Illustrated,

Thoroughbred

E.

Waring,

Jr.;

‘** Ants,” (Illus.) Mrs, S. B. Herrick; “ The
Way,” William 8. Shurtleff; ** From the Ate

lantic to the Andes,” (Illus.) Henry Eckford;

“ Roxy,”

IL,

(Ulus.)

Edward

Eggleston;

‘“ After Many Days. A Study of Keats”—1,,
R. H. Stoddard; * Some Precepts for Slander-.
ing Safely,”

C. H. Troax;

Lost,”

Edward

Bellamy ; * Dickens,”Edgar Fawcett; “Amer-.

ican Oyster
Culture,” (Illus.) James Rich-ardson; *‘ Sonnet,” Susan M., Spalding ; ¢ His.

Ioberitance.”

V.,

Rough Point,”
from a Public

Emma
Life,”

Adeline

Trafton;

* Off

Lazarus; * Renallings
Robert Dule Owen;

* Mars and his Moons,” (Illus.) E. W. Sturdy;

** Hesperus,” Charles DeKay;

* Topics of the

Times,” ¢“ The Old Cabinet,” * Home and So
ciety,” “Culture and Progress,” “The World's

Work,” ¢ Bric-a-Brac,” (Illus.)—New

York:

Scribner & Co,

Elocution Simplified is the title of a vol
ume recently published by Lee & Shepard
(Boston), which will be found a valuable aid
to students of the science. An introduction on

the value of learning how to read well

is con-

tributed by George M. Baker, and there is an

appendix on

lisping,

stammering,

and other defects of speech,

for avoiding them.

stuttering,

with some

rules

All the range of vocal

gymuastics is illustrated and described in the
book, while the art of gesture receives careful
attention,
It is issued as a companion to the
* Reading Club’’ series, (50 cents).
From the press of L. H. Frank & Co. (32 1-2
Bowery, N. Y.), we have a pamphlet contain-

ing two tracts by Rev. Dr. Isidor Kalisch,the
learned Hebrew.

One gives a brief account

panying Hebrew, which is believed

to

be the

carliest philosophieal book written in the He-

brew

language.

It

undertakes

to present a

theory of the creation, ‘Which is highly

mysti-

designsin colors for the decorationof pottery,
all kinds of wooden cases, napkin rings, and
work baskets, articles in ivory, boue, pearl,.
glass, papier-mache, leather, pasteboard, and
The designs are in
nearly all hard surfaces.
imitation of oriental work, and very many of
them

are

exquisitely

beautiful.

‘will be furnished on application
pany, P. O. box 5268,
The

initial namber

for

Catalogues

to the com-

Janoury

of

The

‘Primary Teachers’ Monthly is before us, and
is a very attractive candidate for the favor of
the Sunday-school public.
As its name indicates, it is designed as an aid te all teachers of
primary classes, but will prove equally help“Tul, no doubt,to parents and all who in any

way

have in hand the best instruction

of the

Mrs. W. F. Crafts, so widely
little ones,
known to the Sunday-school public, is the editor, and Fairbanks & Co., Chicago, the publishers. (Single subscriptions, 60 cts.; clubs,

duy-school teachers and superintendents, pub-

discussed

will

enable one

to

insects, and how insects grow.

of ‘some of the

The

ehapters are Bees,

subjects

Beneficial

Insects, Injurious Insects, Moths,Silk

Mosquitoes, Flies, Parasites,
Ancestry

of

insects, and

The book throughout shows

Worms,

Hints

on

the

Insect

Calendar:

studied

research

and observation, and advances
theories and opinions founded
thor’s own experience.

a number of
upon the au-

‘
?

—

The

for Sune

and useful diaries

convenient

lished by the Adams, Blackmer & Lyon

considered

pany, of Chicago, are now

Com-

among

the essentials of the Sunday-school worker's
ontfit. They are mechanically handsome, and
both of a general
contain much information,
and of a specific character, thar will make
The diaries for 1878
them really serviceable.
are now ready.
Teacher, for Decems
The National 8. S.
ber, closes a very successful year. During the
last six months, it has been very much im-

The number of helps

proved.

it contains for

teachers and superintendents is quite numerous. The expositions of the lessons in it are
Chicago:
helpful.
and
always full, able,

Adams, Blackmer

& Lyon Pub, Co.]

The National Temperance
1878 contains a large variety

Almanac for
of interesting

statistics, bearing on the work, and not a little

THE GIANT KILLER; or, the Battle which all
must Fight.
By A. L. O. E., author of
** Claremont
Tales,”
‘Indian
Stories,”
¢ Eden in England,” etc. New York: Rob-

choice reading.

Good books are always new.
Hence this reprint, with 1878 on the title-page.
But what
a wouderful
personage was the old giant-

The
Sunday
Magazine
for
December
(Frank Leslie, New York) contains one huudred and twenty-five quarto puges, filled with
a great variety of religious, miscellaneous and
family reading.
* Gleanings from the Life of

ert Carter & Brothers. 12mo. pp. 1856195,

| killer!

How

tbe

stories

childhood troubles!
some of the most

about him

banish

Aud we are not sure but
entertaining passages of

Pilgrim’s Progress are the narratives of Christian’s encounter with giants.
A. L. O.E.has
here taken advantage of the love of allegory,
with the design of inducing

children to

The story represents a minister's

think.

family in

England.
Two boys are sent to the : family to
be educated, and in association with the min-

It

is a

wholesome

temper-

ance document to circulate.

article,but perhaps no more so than
others in the number.
Fs

A

See that the little folks have
for next year.
Bromfield St.

Boston:

Wm. B. Mucklow

a score of

John

The

Nursery®

L, Shorey, 86

(New York) will publish

immediately

children develop traits of character which give

Rev. Dr. Deems,entitled “Weights and Wings

his good wife

and other
nounces
Faces; or
ship,” by

which she:spends with her

In the

half hour

family before

din

ner, she entertains them with amusing stories.
These,

woven into this volume, are allegories

of the Giunts' Sloth,

Selfishness,

Fair Gratitude.

Untruth,

Hate, Pride

and

Fides

isthe

Conquerer.

All ages will be interested in the

stories,and they will furnish good family read.
ing for Sunday afternoon.
The’sequel, bound

in the sume volume,drops the allegorical style,
presenting the reader with simple sketches of
home

trials.

It is speaking

moderately to say that St.

Nicholas for December is @ fairly superb num.
ber. The young people will hardly récognize
its new dress at first sight, but they will soon

find that the old friend is there, after all.
new cover, which

is the best thing

that we have seen, is by

The

in its way

Walter Crane, the

-

David,” with its illustrations, is an interesting
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which appeared in the American Naturalist.
The five type in which it is printed will be
an objection to its use, either as a text-book or
for popular reading,
We wish that so much
valuable information might be presented in a
more attractive form, but perhaps the interest

of

the Talmud, which is loyally defensive and illustrated hy extracts. The other is a transla.
tiod of the Sephir Yezirah, with the accom-
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268 wood-cuts.
By A. S. Packard, Jr., author of ** Half-hours with Insects,” ** Guide
to the Study of Insects,” ete. Boston: Estes
& Lauriat.
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to the young man) the old fisherman said : overcome this disadvantage. The introductory
*“ [ fulfill my promise from the fish you chapter explains what an insect is, and teachbave caught, to teach you, whenever you es how insects walk and fly; also the senses of

valuable member of society, had it not his arms, and then struck out for the
been
for certain loose habits which had | shore. -It was a- mighty confliet, but the

marked his course from childhood. His
parents had been careless and profane before him ; his father had been a tough,
rough customer;
so Jack
natmally

zealous, faithful and active those clergymen
were; how theologically sound their ehurches
were and why ; and how wonderful revivals
ofgrace frequently attended their mjnistry.

Abram

wasle no time in fruitless wishing,

KATHERINE'S FIRST SAORIFIOL,

I

beautiful memories .of

volume shows how

The

Payson and the like.

Wooden

Charles D. Robinson;

of to-day.

member the smallest gift for his name's

they were light thoughts this time, like
the sweet, soft breathing of the air after
the restlessness of a storm. Then she felt
and knew that He saw and that her treasure was safer than it had been before.—
Observer.
!

extended
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tents: —'‘ The

theology

would be an excellent thing for the

short stories.— New.

York » Scribner & Co.

a volume which revives the memory and ine
fluence and also describes the habits and methIt is a
forefathers,
ods of. these clerical
MEMOIR OF JOHN WOODBRIDGE, D. D., a
worthy descendant of the old non-conformist
stock of England, and a light among sugh men
as Dr. Worcester, Lyman Beecher, Nettleton,

ing on her hand,

down,

music); and a half dozen

Lee & Shepard (Boston) have just published

and

wus dropped among the treasures of the
great folks and slipped down out of sight
among the larger coin, and Katherine
leaned forward again, with her chin rest-

outer

I was this morning! My God! I beat
your child for a trifling thing, and you
have saved mine from a terrible death,
saved him almost at the expense of your

mustn't

a boy had fallen from one of the projeeting timbers into the water. ‘He looked

Circle.

right.

sees the

Thus they were earnest, thoughtful, dignified
men, not always * smart,” as the term is used,
but eminently Christian, both in profession
and iu life. A revival of some of the characteristics of that past generation of clergymen

re-

sake.”

do? Jack,if I could only go back to where

preach stuff to me.”
“ Jack,” spoke his wife with a stern
solemnity, ‘“ have I been any Worse since
I have begun to have an interest in religious things 2”
git
:

omon

the

* No, no,” cried Gordon.

There is
than you

you

took

* He

knows the evil and good thouglits hidden

affected us was

*¢ Never mind, Sol.

calls

and upon hurrying forward he found that

Family

his visitor, arose and
hand.

“Oh ho!” uttered Jack,
** you are
preaching. You are giving me some of
your Sabbuth-school lessons. But I don’t
want em.
You may experience religion
but

the

Here the stout man broke fairly

and burst into tears.
Jack, almost as much

can use now.”

as much as you please;

answer,

saying:

within the heart, and he will see

the moist, brimming light that shone in
his swollen eyes,
‘ Jack,” spoke the new comer, in a
gasping manner, at the same time holding out both of his hands, He choked and
stammered, but presently gained strength
to add, ¢* Oh, my God! what can I say!
Jack ! Jack!”

to protect

case

could

to be

smallest reed hidden in the brook, and

how pale and excited the man looked, and
how he trembled, for she did not unlice

If you were attacked, I would

low the fall, he heard loud cries of alarm,

— Anonymous.

Before Jack

to

He

won't see mine;” but a still, small voice
seemed

door was unceremoniously opened, and
Solomon Gordon entered the apartment.
Abby shrank back in alarm when she saw

boys if they did not plague him. If you
go and find Gordon as you are now, you
will only make matters worse. Oh, I
wish you would drop it.”
Jack only shook his head and smiled
one of those smiles which are so terrible
upon the face of an angry man.
*¢ Ob, Jack, if you would only try the
effect of kindness upon Solomon. He is
a good man at heart”—
Jack interrupted his wife with a derisive sneer.
‘ Don’t laugh at me, Jack. Itell you
it would be better to do so than to resort
not blame

great folks are dropping in’ enough

build a church—don't I bear it ring?

alive.”
:
“Oh, how grand it is, Jack, to use
one’s strength in such a cause. But whose
child was it? Do you know?”

moment.
Freddy is not much
he ought not to have thrown
Gordon's dog. You know both
and his family set everything by

his dog, and he

fled within

How brightly beamed the light of heaven from

* oh,

dry garments, and

than I could never bring out that child

* Dear Jack,” cried. the wife, taking

My deafness seemed to melt away, my spirit
caught the fire,
I joined my feeble, trembling .voice with that

port

‘Jack put on some

when he had rested awhile, he drank his
tea, and in the course of an hour all’
traces of exhaustion had passed away.
‘I tell you, Abby, I have had a good
many tough jobs in my day, but I never
‘had one like that before. - A weaker man

magnificant structure: of {rame-work and
muscle was not to be found in the town.

all
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story by the author of “ Alice in Won.
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they
character
theological
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in
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derland;” a new fairy story, * Sweet Murer the true standard of the Christian ,clergyout.”
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Joram Day,” by Frank R. Stockton; ‘ The Pe-men than very mary who occupy that office
ot
| > * Alive?”
there. A sorry conflict she had of it and to-day, Theology was their food and drink. terkins’ Churades,” by Lueretia P. Hale; a
*“ Yes, alive and unhart,” replied Jack. preaching tire never seemed so won- “They read it, preached it, talked it at social poetic riddle by Dr. J, G, Holland, and 8 com|
parison between the manners of young folks
*¢ Oh, thank God! Whose child was it, | drously long, How her heart quickened visits, and discussed it at ministerial associa- in old times and
nowadays, by Gail Hamilton.
Jack
and fluttered as she heard at last the jingle tions—just as the Hartford ministers’ meeting There is also the beginning of the new serial
*“ Don’t stop to ask questions.now, Ab- of coin and kuew that her turn was com- came near doing a week or two since. But by Miss Alcott, entitled % Under the Lilacs,?
they did this, not so much for the sake of dis- with illustrations by Mary
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Hallock Foote; a
putation, as for the sake of getting at the exportrait of Miss Alcott, with a sketch of her
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act idea of the Bible, sifting out the chaff of life; several poems by two
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s Curol (setto®
he bad received a heavy blow.
It is nothing, Abby.”

able to make good his word ; for a more

)
angels

form
And anchor in the blessed
the storm.

a livid mark upon his forehead as though

| ed to sally forth, His lips weve pale and
| tightly compressed, and the huge muscles on his arms worked like bundles of
I rope.
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worshiped there to-day;

Jack Sprout put on his hat and prepar-
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ited by Rev. J. B. McClure, who compiled
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revival
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“low saloons which surround them on every side—is it wonderful that robberies
becoming
is sty
are so constant, that hone

a

day's

work

in

of the houses of a

Massachusetts town. That night
house was robbed. The workman was

a myth, that murders are-the.sport of every night in this great city?

person of rank to dine with them,it is like
a scene out of Thackeray. No, no; an

at once suspected, and his house searched.

Though no evidence of his guilt could be

Some years ago a census was taken,and

it was found that there were in this city
545,641 persons resident in cellars and

found, he was put under the ban of the
community ; his friends shunved him, his

floor but the earth,

light

no

of

tbat

but

no

and

flickering candles, no sewerage,

;
:
ventilation.
One of the saddest features of this neg. Jected population is the multitude of chil-

More than 250,000 children belong

to these families.
And of this number it
is estimated that at least 80,000 are abso-

Jutely vagrant and
latter were

placed

ueglected.

in

double

If these

file,

three

i feev apart, they would make a procession
. eight wiles long. What can be anticipated in the future life of these children,
when to the squalor

of their

homes

are

added the induences of sin by which they
are surrounded P The agencies of the gospel are sadly out of proportion to the
powersiof Satan. There are 7,000 grogshops (licensed and unlicensed), in the
There are 350
city, spreading - poison.
Protestant churches speaking peace. To
counterbalance

grog-shops, there

7,000

are 500 public and private schools.

sale

35,000

persons

Tred Cards, with name printed on all, for
Outfit 25¢. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
13c.
1y24
:
Conn.

prefers the aristocracy.’”

are

connected

While

the

with

was

advised to leave the

course seemed

town, and

tha only means

that

of relief.

That, however, would be cogftrued

as

a

confession of guilt. He determined to remain and live down suspicion. Unlike
many’

in

similar

situations,

he

neither

took to drinking, lost his religion, becauie
sour, nor blamed men for regarding him
as

they

did, since

he would

have

Obituaries,

N

done

was found, and

thief

day the real

Verses are

the persecuted man was vindicated.
———

EVERY DAY KNOWLEDGE.
Now, suppose that, instead of attempling to read printed volumes, we turn to
the open book of nature, aid, instead of

18.

She

was

great comfort was

her

Christian

hope.

with refuse.

The

wet and covered

halls and

apartments

of the wretched occupants are close, unThe complaint
ventilated, and unclean.

is universal among the tenants that they
are entirely uncared for, and that the only
-answer to their request to have the place
put in order, is that they must pay their
2
rent or leave.
Lot is added to loft, since there is no
Jaw against hight, and building is added
to building uatil the area is covered as
Examples are
completely as possible.
eral hundred people that have a pro rata
allotment of ground greascarcely equal to

two square yards upon the city lot, court-

yard, and all included.
To make this
picture darker sull, it must be remember-

ed that these dwellings

are located,

the most part, in the fever

spots

for

of the

city.: The densest of all our tenement
house population is found in those localities

where there are defects in the

grade

and drainageot streets.
We have here
all the conditions for epidemics. , No sewerage, bad drainage, exclusion of light
- and air, decompo-ition of vegetable and
ober materials, personal uncleanliness—
these combine to generate malarial poi

son. The air loses its oxygen and itself
becomes a pestilence.
In these houses
death holds high carnival,

In Bayard street, between

2

the Bowery

and Baxter street, there are 38 tenement
houses of the smaller kind, containing 1,-

205 persons. During the year; 48 deaths
occurred in-thesi houses. This is a death
rate of 88 in 1,000, or

wore

than

things afford themes of delight and profit- |
able study. Let every father and mother
take it up with the children, and learn to
tell every bird by its note and appearance ; to know its habits and the cheerful
routine of its happy and busy life.— Gold-

Roscor F. S., youngest son of Benjamin C.
and Elizabeth A. W. Hurd, was drowned
while bathing at Wells beach, July 24, He
was a youth of kind heart and bright promise,
grea missed in his 8. 8. class, and mourned
y a large circle of relatives and acquaiotancex, His mother was stopping for a few weeks
at the sea-side,when this great grief came, and
it so wrought upon her nervous system that she
never rallied. The excitement of the oceus
‘| sion held her up until she had returned with
the body of her son to their homestead in
of want
West Lebanon, and followed the remains to

EB
40+

sev-

are lodged

given of houses in which

SALLY MAXWELL died in Monmouth, Me.,
Oct. 22, nged 68 years.
She met death with
composure, and joyfully passed to the land of
rest, She selected the text for her funeral,
plants and roots; the numerous family of and the hymn to be sung. Also, LIZZIE, only
graceful ferns; the sea shells and mosses ; daughter of Levi and Susan A. Day, died ily
the small fruits and berries; even the or- Monmouth. She was a young lady of hope
dinary industries of the farmer,—all these and promise, beloved by all her friends.
’
MARK GATCHELL,
out-of-doors |
many. other kindred
and

en Rule.

THE HANDS,
One of the most common signs

of breeding 1s

a

sort

of uncomfortable

consciousness of the hands,
ignorance of what to do with

an obvious
them, and a

ainful awkwardness in their adjustment.

he hands of a gentleman seem perfectly

at home without being occupied : they are

habituated to the dolce far niente, or, if
they spontaneously move, it is attractively.

Some of Queen

Elizabeth’s

courtiers

made playing with their sword-hilt an ac-

complishment,

and

the

most

efficient

weapon of the Spanish cuquette is her
fan. Strength in the fingers is a sure foken of mental aptitude. When Mutius
burnt his hand off before the eyes of" bis
captor, he gave the most indubitable

proof we can imagine of fortitude ; and it
was natural that,amid the ferocious bravery of feudal times, a bloody

hind

in the

center of an escutcheon should become
the badge of a. baronet of Eungland.—
Tuckerman.
;

double

that ot Fifth avenue and Murray Hill. In
the buildings represented by the illustra-

the grave,

She then took her room and suffer-

ed till the 28d of Aug., when

Sister Hurd

was

a worthy

solitude, —Joseph' Cook

:

end

came.

member

of the

West Lebanon church.
A iady of fine tastes
and moral culture, a faithful wife, a loving
mother, a kind neighbor, and an energetic

Christian.

She bore the paugs of starvation

without a murmur—her disease being of such
a charseter that she could take little if any
nourishment—and rejoicingly looked forward
10 ‘* home in heaven.”
Tne church and all aequainted with her mouin her departure. She
died Aug. 23, aged 47 years.
E. TUTTLE.

JAMES BAILEY ‘died at his reSidence at East
Andover, N. H,, Nov. 18, aged 87 yeurs a.
He became a Christian 1n early
seventy years earnestly
and tor near!
He
| faithfully maintained his profession:

| days.

calm hud resigned in

is last sickness,

d 8
life,
and
was

which

continued through a period ol several weeks.
often expressing bis feelings und confidence in
the language of the Apostle 10 the Gentiles,
¢ We know that if our earthly house of this
| tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building

lot God, a house not made with hands, « ternal
!\o the

heavens.”

** Being

| * turned buck in the day
The secret of solitude is that there is no

the

|

armed”
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ERYSIPELAS.

Many of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H.

A. LAMB, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,
Me., never fails in the oure-ol’ the severest forms

of ,Erysipelas, Rheumatism, and all
Scrofuia, and all diseases of the Skin.

20

forms of
1y38

Fashionable Cards, no 2 alike, with name
i post-paid, GEO. I. ReED & Co, Nagsan,'
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Pimples,
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Blackheads,

Rings

8call-Head,

double

Chase’s

Book.”

their money
Improved

Barber's

bogtle.
N.Ye

selling “Dr

($2)

Receipt

Address Dr. Chase's Print-
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Cancer’

\

62t29

Journal,

PrikisueD Quarterly, containing the obser.
vations in regard to the causes, character and

treatment of Cancer and
years.
past thirty
the

Allied ¢ onditions; during
iver 8 0 cases report-

ed nnder the new treatment. Edited by Robt. 8
Newton, M. D., Professor of Surgeiy in the Eclec+ Medical Colitge of the City of New York. Subscription $1.00 per annum; Single Numbers, 25¢.
Aadress

.

187 Waat

ROBT. 5. NEWTON.
47th Street, New York,

26, 1878.
:

Send for Catalogue and eircular to

Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, PH. D.; Principal.

New

Hampton,

’

N.d., July 26.1877.

IKE SEMINARY
New York.

.—Pike, Wyoming Ceo.,

This School was never in better condition for du
No
ing thorough work in Academic Instruction.
arWith three carefully
primary instruction,
The Classical, Semiranged courses of study.
adFor full catalogue,
nary and English Course.
dress the Principal,
g
(RVING B. SMITH.

ArH

Am

SCITUATE,

R. L.

This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
Collegiate
Ladies’
and
and Scientific,
English

he
:
course of study.
For further particulars address the Principal, at
North Seituate, R. I.

:

.

tt

July 11, 1876.

COLLEGE, — RIO
GRANDE
10
THE
GRANDE. GALLIA, CO., OHIO.
college year
each.

consists of four terms

of ten weeks

Spring term will begin Fob. 12, I878.
This new Institution is already acquriing a reputation tor the thorough manuer in which instruc
tion is imparted
The courses of study are the Normal, Commer
cial,College Preparatory and two College courses,
viz.: Classical an‘ Scientific.
joavd

(including

room

rent)

from

$2

to

RIO

Pres. of Trusfees,
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author,—Prof. J.

J.

Butler,
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Calendar,
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OF
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portant points of Bible study $1.00; postage, 9
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a historical
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statement
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and
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ily ana institutions.
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Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a des
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irable
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Printing Establishment
is a. brief historical statement, &o. Publish
e, and for
Conferenc
ed by order of the General
ratuitous distrib ution.
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at 20 yer cent. discount. for cash with
the books,
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I. D. STEWART, Dover. N; H,
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and

Terms
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4
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is a valuable little work, and every
Christian
youa be benefited by reading it. 25 cis; postage
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March 26, 1878.
For particulars address the Principal, Ozro G.
Augir, or A. O. Mudge, Secretary.
Wilton Junction Iowa.
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thick

The Church Member's Book

Term

Spring

begins Dec. 4, 1877.

inter Term

& 00, St Louis, Mo.
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Manual,

Memoir of George T'. Day,
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See *“ Club
Rates’ with the Mvrning Star.

Sec’y& Treas.

Lyndonville, Vi.

Cheapest

PLATED WATCHES,

Address,

I. W. SANBORN,

in the

The History of fhe Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of ourexistence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history. 75 cents; postage, 10 cents.

Send

Classical.

Scientific, Ladies’, English and

[2635

Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.

ion with the Freewill

28,1877; Winter term begins Dec. 4, 1877; Spring
A first class school.
term begins March 12,1878.
Three complete courses of study,—Collegiate

R.L. FLETCHER, 11 Dey

Y.

She

continued to read the word of God and converse upon the subject of religion to the lust,
often asking,
Shall we know each o:her in
heaven?’ She selected the text and hymns. for
her funeral services.
She was for many years
either, for that matter—reared in the city a member of the F. Baptist church, and, al|
though
unable
to
meet
with the people of her
or in large towns, cau tell the names and
describe the characteristics of ali our com-- choice during the last few years of her life,she
remained firm in the faith untu the day of her
mon birds, not to mention the wood birds death.
. B.S.

of liquors,
there |are only 400Protest- | |
ant ministers and 8,000 teachers. Can a
generation better than the presentbe fairand small wild animals? How few can
ly expected from such facts as these?
The streets in front of the. tenement tell the names of our forest trees, or flowhouses reek with slops and garbage; the ers that deck the fields and make the
alleys and passage ways are foul, and the shady wood-nooks lovely! The aromatic
court imperfectiy paved,

a day

NG fo Si Catalogue free.
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The Memorials of the Free Baptlisls
ive the rise and progress of this body ot
Christians in New York, tili the time of their ur
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The Book of Worship
only
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Re

For further particulars, address

meetings;

Rules of Order.
are the same 2s those
paper covers, 10 cents.
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Expenses are moderate.

Port1y49

Co.,

&

StiysoN

$5 free.

cents;

of

terms

Three

assistants.
:

25 cents; pos-

Conference.

The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and. yet
very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75 °

Spring Term begms March 5, 1878.

MIXED CARDS, with name,tor 10c & Stamp.
for 3¢ stamp. M.DOWD &CO., Bristol,
YS: Ct.
Samples
:

born

in Puwilet, Vt., June 7, 1796, and married
David Eddy, Dec. 2, 1813. They
came to
‘Wyoming Co., in western N, Y.,in 1814,where
they reared a large family and died at a good
old age. David Eddy died in July, 1875.
Polly Eddy
broke her hip by a fall in Sept.,
1875, which confined her to her bed the rest of
her lite. She bore her extreme suffering with
patience and true Christian fortitude.
Her

t
0
Maine.

$5
Jand

inadmissible.

PoLLY EDDY died Oct.

seeking exercise and ‘bealthful change
with deliberation and anxious thought,we
For example,
take them unconseiously.
people
many children—or grown
how

Conn
‘

Winter Term

Clintonville,
1y24
adui
205" day at home. Sainples worth
BROS.,
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different
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Fall Term begins September 4, 1877.

with name

ic,

Kepp,

Damask,

Fine Caras,

H

competent
With
twelve weeks each.

of the doctrines
and our genera’

church-building. It 18 published by au-

Ministers Manual.
just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church members. If contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen

LIZZIE COLLEY, Principal.
4
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
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7

in
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Silvereverywhere.
Agents wanted
vented.
plated samples pre paid on receipt of 25cents,
Pajis.
street,
Walnut
438
Singer,
H.
A.
Address
Pa.

PARTICULAR
NOTICE!
Persons wishing
obituaries published in the Morning Star,
who
do not patronize it, must accompany
them with cash equal to ten cents a line, to
insure
an insertion.
Brevity is specially
important.
Not more than a single square
can well be afforded to any single obituary.’

likewise under similar circumstances. He
just remained firm and kept hoping. The
other

25 Styles Fun Cards,
Dowd & Co., Bris1y52

10. and 3ct. stamp.
710¢c Samples 6c M.
y
tel, vor.

contains a brief statement
denomination,
the
by

thority of the General

do this in as thorough a manner as possible. ExSend fora catalogue.
penses are moderate.
A. M.JONES; Sec.
Lewiston, Me.

with name

CARDS,

MIXED

LARGE

ak

beld

NIcHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The specjul work of the s:novol is to prepare the
students for college, and every effort is made to

| Co

American is used to assdeiating with bis
equals, and that is why, in England, he

employers gave him no work. A large
family of children depended upon him for
fami109,363
by
occupied
ement houses
support, but his hands could find vothing
persons.
lies. More than sixteen thousand
ito do. He asked for a trial. No one
lived in damp and dark cellars, with no would bring charges against him. He

E. TERRILL, Underhill Centers Vi

NN

There were 15,309 ten-

: tenement houses.

dren.

GEO.

president, O. B. Cheney, D. D., or Professor John
Fullonton, D.D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A, HOWE, Sec.

defy competition.
:

hand, and printed at prices that
Address all orders to

they are snobs; they boast of their money
the | | at their dinner-t ables; and if they get a

one

:

|

A. H. HULING, 46 Madisonst, Chie
cago, kL

.

=f

*

for

. day afrernoon, when the Republicans, yielding
to the inevitable, permitted a vote on the
* resolution taking Butler's case from the Committee on elections. The resolution was earried, of course, but the case went over under
thie rules,by the objection of Senator Edmunds,
until Wednesday.
Inthe House,Mr, Morrison
of Illinois spoke
briefly
on the currency
question, and a motion to print 10,000 copies y
of the testimony taken before the
monetary
eommi-sion Was rejected.
Several bills were
introduced and referred, and an adjournment

taken until Friday.
WEDNESDAY.
The

.
Republicans

aged

105. years.
r

!

The Cleveland Herald was sold, Wednesday,
for $100,000 to ex-Congressman Parsons and
Colonel W. P. Fogg, of Cleveland.
Seventeen hundred of the Sioux Indians,
now on their way from the Red Cloud agency
to the Missouri river, have stampeded
and
gone on the war-path.

The citizens of Alabama,

Mississippi

cent. thé average

and

Four

hundred thousand

dollars’

worth

Springfield

L. Case, president

of the

*‘ Re-

Security

rison for making
a false return to the
ntendentof insurance.

On and after Dec. 15, a light will be shown
from the new structure recently erected on

it. Unsuccessful attempts were made to _ substitute the names of Butler and of Eustis for
Kellogg. and a debate was then begun on a
proposition to recommit the Louisiana case to
the glections committee, in the midst of which
the Senate adjourned.
;

Sound.
_A fog bell, struck by machinery, will
be sounded during thick weather, giving three
blows in quick succession every thirty seconds.
The Sra
Point lightship will be discon

FrIpAY.

are

concerned, ‘was ter-

minated at 2 o'clock this morning, both these
contestants being seated, the former by a vote
of 30 to 28 and the latter 29 to 28, Patterson
and Connover voting in the affirmative in both
cases. After the resolution of Mr. Saulsbury
to recommit the Kellogg case to the elections
committee had been defeated by the casting
vote of the Vice-President,discussion followed,
lasting until 1:30 o’clock this meraing, when,

on motion of Mr. Edmnnds, a vote was

taken

with the above results.
The Paris Exposition
bill with all the Senate amendments, except
the one increasing the appropriation
from

$150,000 to $175,000,

was

stance,

Thursday,

and

thata

Sophia. The
directions.

passed by the Sen-

great

inhabitants

panic

are

in

SATURDAY.

Inthe

appropriating

Senate,

without discussion.

The

d Latest

the deficiency

$1,094,542.55 was

elections

passed

* erous sum of money
orphans of the lost.

was introduced

A

and

the

widows

all

general

defeated,

amnesty bill

99

two-thirds voting in the affirmitive,

to 52,

Hall was again filled, and crowded

not

:

novelist, has

been

awarded a pension of $500 a year on the

the

Brit-

ish Civil List.
The President and Mrs.

sulted from

Hayes, though they

annual rent of

discovered
:

he

Mrs. John C. Green of New York has deposited with the Philadelphia Trust, Safe Deosite and Insurance Company
the sum of

$100,000 in trust for the American Sundayschool Union. The interest of this sum will

be expended annually, to be devoted in part to
the missionary and benevolent work of the
Amerieau Suunday-school Union, and in part to
the development of a Sunday-school literafiire
of high merit.
The Message.

The principal points embraced in the President’s message to Congress on Monday, congist in a justification of his actien in withdrawing the troops from the South, and point out
the beneficial. effects of the Southern policy
.adopted by the administration.
An unequivocal position in favor of specie resumption un-

The President regards the national debt as con-

tractedin gold, and that it should be paid
principal and interest, in that coin or its full
equivalent. He does not believe that silver
should be received for customs.
He would not
give the silver dollar any higher place than’

that occupied by national bank notes.

He. de-

sires silver for subsidiary coin, but with limited legal tender. The civil-service reform policy enunciated in the inaugural is reaffirmed
and the Mexican question
discussed with firmness. The rights of American citizens will be
protected everywhere with vigor, but in no
aggressive
spirit. The
Indian problem is
treated at considerable length, and a wise and
humane course toward the savages recommend
ed. Other topics of mimor importance
are

treated in a judicious ard comprehensive manner.
)
Political.

Ex-Congressman John B. Hawley, of Illinois, is to succeed Governor McCormick as A.

sistant Secretary of the Treasury.
have

>

decided

to re-

port adversely on the President’s nominations

for New York Custom-house officers,
Ex-Gov. Allen, of Ohio, bus withdrawn

from the contest for United

States’ Senator as

Matthews’ successor, and recommends Gen,
Morgan for the position.
‘
There was no choice for mayor at the election in Providence, R. I., Tuesday, the Democratic and scattering vote defeating the present
Republican incumbent by a small majority.
The South Carolina

legislative

investigating

committee made a report on the Patterson senutorial bribery case, Wednesday, the evidence
disclosing that large sums of money were ex-

pendedby

Patterson

tion.

Fixes,

in

securing

Fhree

The Pike (N. Y.) Seminary Annual takes
the place of the catalogue issued by most in-

stitutions of learning, giving the lists of classes
and other general information.

The N. Y.

Tribune

says that the higher

education of women
at Cambridge
( Eng.)
prospers.
Some new rooms have been added
to Newham Hall, and a mew house has been

opened, called Norwich
ready full.

House,

which

More than sixty students

is al
are thus

pursuing their work under the care of the
Cambridge Association. The new buildings at
Girton College are also filled.——Each of the
twenty-five districts of the Sandwich Islas
has its own school board. The school income
of the Kingdom last year was $47,000, and
expenses about $35,000.——The salaries of
Philadelphia teachers have been reduced
per cent. This makesa saving of $126 374
the yearly estimate.

its
the
ten
on

0-006
+o
+

~The Flood at Harper's Ferry.
A correspondent writes as

follows

fore]

concern

On Saturday, Nov. 24, the Harper's Ferry
people were notified by telegram of the fearful freshet in the rivers some seventy or eighty
miles above; and, with the terrible incidents of
1870 in remembrance, wére prompted to some
precautionary measures before the dense darkness of Saturday night came on. All of the
families on Mill Island, and others on the
streets near the rivers, found it necessary to
the night.

Sabbath

wisdom of

these

morning

part of

manifested

measures;

for

the

the

Island

bridge for carriages had passed away, and
three of the railroad bridges, beginning with
the oné crossing the canal from the east within

never

circulating

for-

of

amage,$25,000 ; insured partly.

-

R. Whittaker's cotton mill, one of ‘ the larg.
est in Oldham,
England, containing’ 50,
spindles,
was burned _ on Thursday, Loss,

$1,000,000.

employment.
y]

Many persons are thrown out of
oo"

potash and

Boats

phos-

in the streets.

The picket fence in front of the

eating;

moist

while

arises

which

its

The damage to property will be considerable,
Happily,

us

all

quarters

were flocking to witness the disaster.

Indeed,

the mighty waters

seemed

affecting sermon,

* Thy

from

to preach

way

is in

in

and

or

six),

STEERs.

5

smallest

In practice,

of

100

why

bread

its

on

the

bread
and

other

renders

at

the

hand

per pound.

meal

but

good if

The

from

some

atoms

undergo,

and

a most

the sea,

and thy path in the great waters.”—A. H. M., _ |

borne in mind that the

seconds

or

not

that

which

larger flakes

does

of bran,

contain

which

- the

latter are

really indigestible, combines much of the
gluten
and
fat of the bran
without
its
indigestible
cellular
matter,
and
produces

bread.

very

Persons

healthy

who

and

find

nourishing

coarse

bread t00 stimulating, nced not

eat

bran
it

such individuals

as are under the influ-

ence of the enforced ‘¢conomies of the
times, aside from any*hygienic advantages,

should fully understand that the use of fine

than

fatten

or

a steer

oil-cake;

Exports for the same time

N. H.

It has no equal for pere

PHYSICIANS ofall

who are

acquainted with

Pond’s Extract of Witch
Hazel recomin their practice, We have letters of

iseases.

TOILET USE. Removes Soreness, Roughness

have

.

The demand

been

has

and Smartings heals Cuts, Eruptions
and Pimples. It revives, invigorates and
refreshes, while wonderfully improving the

119 boxes.

n

-dur-

moderate,

TO

to

13% ¢ for choice Western and Northen factory,

F.

but

NEW

at

We quote:

CHEESE.

Choice ACLOTY..ccoear

sianasns . vanes 12

Fair
to good, «eens

sanscmsaninseesendl@

COMMON

Choice

Western...

wereess

193%

@

dozen.

for fresh Eastern,
at 26c per dozen.
are more or less
over 24 to 25¢c
24¢,

but

rrr

Northern

.....

Western .......
P. E. Island...
Limed

:

BEANS.

as

in every

Hi PERISTALTIC
|
LOZENGES.

most of the sales have been at 21 to 23¢ per dozen.
Limed Eggs are hard t» sell at 15 to 19¢ per dozen.
We quote:
.

Eastern

is used by all the leading Livery

Farm-house. Let it be tried once, and you
will never be without it.
CAUTION! Pond’s Extract has been imitated.
The genuine article has the words Pond’s
Extract blown in each bottle. It is prepared
> Dy the§ only
op living ho avet
* knew
to
t pro
s
use a
other
ure
Hazel. This is
:
tions of i
.
the 2 article used by Physicians, and in the
borpials of this country and Europe.
HISTORY
and Uses of Pond's Extract,

13Q13

Strictly choice Western cOmmand

It

ble in every Farm-yard as well

10

Common to good..... sessrnens Sesssen cavers S812
EGGS.

The market has ruled sweady
which have been mm demand
Most ot the Northern receipts
stale and can not be quoted at

it.

elief it affords is 80 prompt that it is invalua-

@ 184

.ouvrsssransiarniss sasransscnsenns 9

Pond's Extract. No Stock
Breeder, no Livery Man can afford to be with

, Btables, Street Railroads and first Horsemen
in New York City. It has no equal for Sprains,
Harness
or Saddle Chafings,
Stiffness,
Scratches, Swellings, Cuts, Lacerations, Bleedings P
Colie, Diarrhea, Chills,
Colds, &c. Its range
of action is wide, and the

good factory range from 10 to 12¢ per jeuad. Ship-

pers are operating very cautiously.

omplexion.

out

Jai c is stili an extreme price for fancy marks,and
but few buyers willing to give over 13¢. Fair to

in pamphlet form, sent free on Application to

POND'S

EXTRACT
Lane, New Work.

COMPANYX,

Receipts are larger and prices are not sustained.

Choice
Mediums are easigr, with sales at $2 15 to
$2 20 per bu. Pea have been selling at $2 25 to $2.
85 per bu, and extra lots a little higher, Yellow
The effects of
Eyes continue guite scarce and readily command
$2 50 per bu.
e quote :
Pea, Northern H P per bu.....iv.... $225
When long continued are pains in the head, dizziDo Western H Pocvoervrincninnieee
$2
| ness, nausea or sickness at the stomach, general
Do.
COMMON sssess
$2
uneasiness in the abdominal region, congestion of
Medium, choice...cccovvvees
the liver, and hence an impeded
circulation of the
Do.
common
to good
blood, colic, and especially the

COSTIVENESS

formida-

PILES.

The market has been quite, with sales

lots. We quoet:
Choice, Canada, per bu
Common

do

in

The grand proximate cause of Dyspepsia is debility of the stomach. The torpidity of the liver is
parent from the small quantity of bile dischargfrom that
an, and also by a dull pain in the
right side. Unde: whichever form

small

115a125

.

Sal

Green Peas......

DYSPEPSIA

1252130

Appears thereis always languor or debility, exertion fatigues, the pulse is weak, the sleep disturb ed, the extremities cold, the tongue for the most .
part furred or covered with a creamy mucous in

POULTRY.

is

Menhaden

- Gan

53t7

A CARD.

.

{Lead, White—
Engp.moil

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of Lhe
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
will

be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed enyelope to

Rey. JOSEPH 1. INMAN, Station D., Bible House
«Ye

y:

Kansas display of

D

products at Centennial sur- .

assed all oe
or
ANE AS
ACIFIO
.W. CO. offers largest body of
nds i
KANSAS at lowest
ces
best terms.
enty of Gov't lands
FREE for Homesteads.
or CO! xa “HANSAS PACIFIC HOME.
STEAD,” address,
Land Commissioners
|
K.P, Rw,, Salina, Kansas.
Sn

30

FREE SAMPLES to be given to men
and women'ln

le work.

search

of

25

honorable

P. MORRIS, Chicago.

and

13t49

WALLACE HECKMAN,

AT LAW,

170 State St.; CHICAGO, ILL.
Aa Collections, Titles, &c., attended to. 12049

Am

do.dr

7

_Povioino

Anthracite, 2000 bs—
retail.......5
00 @ 550

VACUUM

75a

Red, Am....
(Zine, Whi

ARNESS
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@1%

7%. 8
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$
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BEST.
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CATGO.»+s++
400 8 425 | “Fch
No. 1 dry #% @.9
oa01ns

COFFEE.

hi

®..

Sochn

24%

@.25

1x

10548

m.pure

.

THE

ve. 22%@. 2 Putty,
Do.doduo
Mineral Paints 1
bois" Bew Varnishes..1
00

Rio

hassner

Middling.....11% @.11%
Gd. Middling. 11% @. 11%

@

U

Naptha.......10}5 @* 11
PRODUCE.
DOMESTICS.
Sheetings and Shirtings— Apples, ¥ib) 250@ 387
Heavy 4.2...8 @. Bn
dd, ¥ B....0 @ —~6

dried,

7

Dues e.

—
§ bushel
8. 8%Igsang,
brown..8
Drills, Cloths.
ex300@3
hg
8%| "3
... 3%8.
Print

2

a py| Marrow....— @
Coon Fru.
Mediums...215 e@ 2
Prinis....c....
Denims....««++9% @+> 25 |Cheose 1b

)

advance. $2.50.

400

@ 550 |

26

@. 6
a@

Onions, bbl... 175 @2 00

'

neither of these can be procured,

send

the money

in a registered letter.
Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may be
gent at our expense.
In writing to this office persons will please des-

fair to good...

Iskim..........3
|Cr'nb'rrs,bbl.

STAR

must be made in money
REMITTANCES
orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When

good. 3 8 ib
rat 4£00eo 350oon || Bir
farm dairy.. 8 @. il

p

hel ev

MORNING

progrestive paper; devoted
8 an able and
I largely to Religious culture and intelligence
but contains departments on
Sabbath Schools,
The Family Circle,
.
Rural and Domestic,
Literary Miscellany,
Literary Reviews,
oo
News Summary, &c., &c.
~
1t is under the direction and patronage of the
all, angl
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards
is taken by many of other religious views, bo;
in
strietly,
if paid
worth,
cause of its real 1 wor
TERMS: $3.00 per year; or,

@.6
Glue....over14 @. 50
COTTON.
PETROLEUM.
Upland. Gulf.
R
104]
Ordinary... 10 @
Crude..ceescessns@ersss
Gd. Ordinary. 10% @.10%
Jik@. 15%
@. 114 Refined...
ashe
Low

Hake......; 1 12 @l26
Pollock......150@ 200

Kh NSAS FARMS
{FREE HOMES.
AN

-90-

Medium 4-4..6%@.

recipe

@.40

PAINTS.

Merchaits supplied at a small commission on
cost.
0
;
Trade circulars mailed free on application.
Keep Manufacturing Co., 165 Mercer St., N. Y.

The

.....37

Neatsfoot¥gal, 90@1 26

;

forces, its enccess is marvelous.

‘49 UNION STREET, BOSTON.
.
b2teowl0

“| Bank d0...veese 40@.43

GANDLES.

Coa

dress.

“E. 5. HARRISON & CO.,

For the week ending Nov. 30, 1877.

useful, as

Keep’s Custom Shirts made to measure,
The very best, 6 for $9, delivered free everywhere.
Keep's Patent Partly-Made Dress Shirts,
The very best, 6 for $7, delivered free everywhere.
An elegaat set of Gold plate collar and sleeve
Buttons given with each half dozen Keep’s shirts.
Samples and full directions mailed free to any ad-

PRICES,

WHOLESALE

BosToN

el......1600 818.00 |

ATTORNEY

Patronize the Insurance office, Lowell's

&e.

Earach
© Jheumatism are

an
17c

has been no material change in prices

ing the week.

Cincinnati.

tious of the: wheat
tivator.
Block, Dover,

become

entertaining,—it

pro

grain.—American Cul-

is of
12 to

KIDNEY DISEASES.
manent
BLEEDING

» CHEESE.

As a competitor of California,

flour alone is an extravagant luxury and
that portion which they decline to consume

is at once the most economical and ° nutri-

uke

|

The receipts for the week have been 7,521 boxes.

ladies alone can
appreciate.
Send ten
cents for sample copy to W. R. Andrews,

at

every meal,but taken once or twice a week,
even, it forms an agreeable change; and all

and

»e

Common...us

without her fashion journal. If the one is a
matter of news to him, the other is not only that to her, but a practical economy in
time and money.
‘‘ Andrews’ Bazar” is

of

of flour,

nausea vertigo,

ameliorates

There has been a large supply of Poultry and
trade has not come
up
to . expectation for
Thanksgiviag. The best Turkeys have been sell- the Jorniog, No person with a constipated or iror hard driven will scarcely keep at all.
ing at 14 to 16¢ for choice and 10 to lic for fair to re]
r state of the bowels can have sound health.
t is evident. that =ome gentle laxative, slightly
To FresHEN PAINT.
Tea leaves may be good. Geese have been quiet at 9 to 12. The in.
dicatlons are that a large quantity will be carried
stimulant to the mucous membrane of the intessaved from the table for a few days, and, over and the market close dull, with 15¢ as an | tines, joined with a tonic, that increases the secrewhen sufficient are collected,
steep, and
extreme price for the best lots of Turkeys.
tions of the hver and gradually strengthening the
stomach, must be a reasonable combination and
not boil them for halfan hour in a tin pan;
FRESH MEATS.
reach the case, That this combmation will do; for
strain the water off through a sieve, and
The market is quiet, and only the best Beef com.
roof of which we are happy to be able to refer
use this tea to wash all varnished paint.
mands full prices. Lamb and Mutton continue at
hose heretofore disappointed, to the most reliable
hysicians, who Fave leng used this remedy in
low
prices.
It removes spots and gives a fresher, newfaci practice; and also 10 every apothecary by
HAY AND STRAW.
er appearance than when soap and water is
whom the Peristaltic Lozenges are sold.
used.
For white paint take up a small
Under the influence of light receipts the market | These Lozenges will repair the mischief caused
quantity of whiting on a damp piece of. shows a firmer tendency, but not quotably higher. by the excessive use of those ‘Patent Pills,” with
the market has for years been flooded.
old white flannel, and rub over the surface Choice Eastern and Northern is in demand at $18 which
They are so
agreeable to the taste, and convento $19 per ton, and at the close some receivers are
lightly, and it will leave the paint remark. asking
ient
in
form,that children eat them readily after
a higher range. Fine and medium grades
rejecting
the
usual
nauseous remedies. Iu those
ably bright and new.—N. Y. Herald.
ton.
per
$17
to
$14
at
freely
are selling more
symptoms supposed to indicate the presence of
0-0-0
Choice Rye Straw is in good demand at $15 to $16
or
orms,
they
are
a
Proper
remedy.
i
per ton.
Price, 30 and
60 Cents, For sale by druz"If a gentleman can not do without his
Gold opened at 1:03.
gists,or by mail on receipt of price in P.O. stamps
morning paper, no more can a lady do
or money.

change
which is

sul

.the

it trade the*past week

e quote;

Fair
to good...

the

staleness
peculiar

b

removes discoloration and heals rapidly,

Favcy Creamenes .
Choice dairy packed

e,have,o
native land, increased the taste for and
cultivation of wheat in China. They cultivate so much more closely than we that
forty bushels to the acre is about the lowest yield, and this pays well at twenty-five
cents a bushel, delivered at Hong Kong.
Their sweep of country adapted to wheat,
exceeds that of the Pacific slope ten-fold
and their cost of labor is seventy-five per

more

time fa-

external
application,
s of Burns. Soatds:
8, Old Sores,

flammation, reduces swellings, stops

Croameries. «vsseesssissnisnensnsess caneensd8
@ 33
Fine fall dairy lots......... rivets seers 37088

thelr

Cultivator.

excelleng

Western

To

shortly

op iy of

Good Io CHOICE
+avarncr
rts cinisnrirannins 20
@ 24
Common £0 fair....ccviinvieninase
14818
BAKES. viii sinssssssnssnssrsnasssssnessnns

A DisCOVERY BY A FRENCH CHEMIST.
It has been discovered by a French chemist that the flesh of animals which are killed in the latter part of the night will keep
much longer without salting than it will
when they are killed in the day time. This
proves that the flesh is better fitted for
keeping when the life and blood are taken
from the animal at the time the temperature
is the lowest and respiration is the least
active. Hence the reason that the flesh
from animals that have been highly heated

it difficult

same

been,

with sales in lots as wanted by the trade at 12)¢

ble.—dm.

property

have

week

There

China may very

bread, which

No. 3

guently. Three times a day is not enough.
Five times is better.
A change of food

cent. less.

—————

win Wot

almost instantly by
Promptly relieves
xcoriations,

cheese. and

Cellar

in the shortest time, he should be fed fre-

roots sprinkled with

HE

&c.

24c. but the bulk of the Western
Butter
uudesirable quality and sells slowly at

in greater proportion than

be equally

butter,

and forced sales could not be made except at very
low figures. For good to choice New York and
Vermont dairies 24c is an extreme price, and 20 to
23¢ cover the bulk of the sales, with some fair lots
offering at 18 to 19¢ per pound. Fine fall lots of
Vermont are scarce and still command 27 to 28¢
per pound, and creameries run up to 30 and 33c
per ouad. A few choice consignments of West:
ern dairy packed are taken as they arrive at 20 and

It is hard to
effect producIhave never

to five

X

it is difficult to jive an accurate
quotation, as the
bulk of the stock is held for any reasonable bid,

in the morning give hay and chopped roots;
at eight, some meal, and then a little hay
left in the rack; at noon, some chopped

rich in nu.

and the

atmosphere.

bread

post-office was nearly covered with the water.

| until night, since hundreds

In

dead,

in

and prices of low and medium grades still tend in
favor of
buyers. After Jassiap strictly
fine lots

then, after allow-

that it would

dealers

here has been a very |

the

one second

fo r

EGGS.

11,609 packages, including 690 boxes and 10 91y
tnbs, against 11,992 packages for the corresponding
week last year and 8,158 in 1875. Total re.
ceipts since first of January, 531,360 packages,

grease,
with

a

* Hear, y

BUTTER.

and small quantities given often will fatten
most rapidly.
For instance, at five o'clock

vors its clogging into a heavy, close and
pasty mass which renders it difficult of
digestion.
It is a mistake to
suppose.
that
bread becomes
stale because
it
dries, through losing water.
Stale bread
is scarcely
drier than
fresh; in
five
days fresh bread
loses one-hundredth
part only of its amount of water, and it
will become
stale even if kept in a

freely

for sending

do to mix

the lice. will be

and

The receipts of Butter for the

insect
of its

ing it to cool, dip the fowls in bodily.

To FarTteN

these cover-

and

reason

softness of new

ty-five stables and a quantity of fencing at the ‘clothing for the needy.
Both white and col‘Washington Driving Park, at Beuningtowy ored suffer together.
Station, owned by F. P. Hill, have been yrnNo meetings could be held on the Sabbath
lice succeeded in saving nineteen |
ed. The
Stables,
|

barley, —oats

rosity which gives to

before

muddy water.

see a strong additional reason

two

THIS AND THAT.

of easy digestibility, and with stale bread’
its firmness and friability allow this porosityto be maintained during the process

known to any person here.
The Railroad public-house "was deserted, and the
basement
stories of many of the stores were filled with

were

will

very

contains fully forty per cent. of water
after baking, retains so much of this liquid,is because during the baking the
starch is converted into gum, which holds
wa ter more strongly than starch does;
and also because the gluten of flour, when
once thoroughly wet, is very difficult to
dry again,
forming a tegpcious coating
round every hollow cell in the bread, retaining the gas and water. Again, the
dry crust which forms round the bread in
baking is nearly impervious to water, and
prevents the moisture within from escaping.
. New bread is much less digestible than
stale bread, since it is its lightness or po-

the water nearly touched the flooring of this
iron structure, as well as the surmountings of
the trestle work of the Railroad passing westward over the ‘¢ water power.”
Picnic Island

an occurrence

erchants,

0-4-4
40+

again disturbed by the re.application of
heat. Thus toasting bread makes it moist
the distance of one mile. The water was fully, except upon the surface, and stale bread
may be freshened by being again put into
up to the old marks of 1870.
y
Passing down in sight of the depot and the oven or heated for a short time in.a
In conclusion it should be
bridge over the Potomac, it could be seen that close vessel,

was submerged;

no matter what,

kind of

AND

eggs, beans, dried .apples,
Quincy Market, Boston.

composed of one ounce of oil of sassafras
to ten or twelve of any other oil or grease.

the

The mill products of

| unlike the disaster of 1870, no lives have been
sacrificed. At that time some forty perished.
In the light of this calamity, our friends will

stand,

all

value.

of mastication,

ing the recent flood at Harper's Ferry :

leave their residences during the early

but any

beliéve

The outermost coat is of but little

off; aud yet the

EDUCATIONAL.

elec- | and many poor families must suffer.

Crimes, Accidents, etc.

At Washington, the hotel, grand

~

his

of the people.

S40-O 0-6
40+

‘vn

_ der the present law is assumed. He favors a
ouble standard, but does not favor the unlim- —
ited legal-tender quality of the silver dollar.

The Senate Committee

overflow

times daily for three weeks——A
dispatch
from Utica, N. B., says it was 12 de grees betow zero at 8 o'clock Sunday morning, milder
at noon ——A meeting of 1500 merchants and
mavufacturers of Paris Sunday drew up an
address, appealing to the patriotism of President MacMahonto yield to the wishes of the
majority in view of the threatened ruin to
trade and in the interest of the International
Exhibition.
A letter from U. Kraatz, Chief
Commissioner of the Exhibition, was read,
denying that the Exhibition would be delayed
a single day whatever might happen.

The Rome correspondent of the Times says
it is doubted at the Vatican whether the Pope
will ever again move from his bed. He looks
well when recumbent, but when an attempt

was made to dress him it was
could not sit upright,

crush

curative powers,

that mentioned (one

pounds of flour will make from 133 to 137
pounds of bread, a good average being
136 pounds; hence, a barrel of 196 pounds
should yield 266 one-pound loaves; but
the arts of the baker increase this quantity by hardening the gluten with a little
alum or sulphate of copper, or by means
of a’gummy mixture of boiled rice.
One hundred pounds of flour contain of
dry material eighty-four pounds and of
natural water sixteen pounds, while one
hundred and fifty pounds of bread would
contain, in addition to the
eighty-four
pounds dry substance and the sixteen of
natural water, fifty pounds of added water. Loaves of bread become lighter in
weight by baking, because during the process a large quantity of water is driven

churches were filled with the overflow from
the hall. Exercises witl be held two or three

often receive invitations to the Washington
theaters, regularly decline them.
The Spanish Minister in Washington has
_ rented for $4,000 the Stewart mansion, which

has hitherto been offered at an
$18,000.
:

‘the

both of

proportion of starch

crowd the horse cars off the track,and considerable personal injury and loss of clothing re-

The Hon. John Welsh sailed for England
on Saturday.
.
Senater Blaine, accompanied by his wife,left
Angusta, Me., for Washington on Friday.
Gen. Grant is having his portrait painted in
Paris by Mr. Healy, the successful Awmeriean
“artists
ag
re
©

than the various
sweet oil' because

Extract

Take no other.

dteowds

CHEESE,

is no more

trouble to apply
powders.
I use

tried the remedy

{Outside the central
row of squarish

gluten are to be found.

me etings into two churches.
In the evening
the crowd was so great around Music Hall as to

Personal.

George Macdonald,

—— Moody

crowded with 2500 person. At3 30 P. M.,Music

and

over

Ask for Pond’s

Satarday, Nov. 19.
edby HILTON BRO’S & CO., Commission

Re)

4, Pp. M., some meal,. and at night, some
Middlings not only contain more fibrine .chopped hay and roots, mixed with a little
I the whole day’s rations are thus
and mineral matter than fine flour, but al- meal.
divided, it will be found ,that more food
so more fat. The fibrous matter or outer will be eaten, and digested, and turned incoat, which is indigestible,forms one-sixth to flesh and fat. An animal will fatten
much better if cleaned up in the morning
of the bran, but not ene-hundredth of the
fine flour. Wheat contains the greatest and not disturbed again, except to be fed:
and watered,until next morning.
quantity of gluten and the smallest of
IT is said that Chinamen who have residstarch; rye, a medium proportion of both, ed in California, having learned to prefer

and Sankey commen ced their Jabors in Providence Sunday. At8 A. M., Music Hall was

for the survivors of the

BUTTER,

force out

and

if placed in the sunshine.
forman idea of the magical
ed by the oil of sassafras.

phate.

ITETir

. Huron disaster, and also for

of space,

Make it in a large pot:

triments, and fine flour is robbed of a large
percentage of valuable and nutritious food.

News.

of’ his legs is rising above the knees.

The

nearly

ings of the seed are peculiarly

IC

- as Senator from Louisiana for the term ending
in 1879. A minority report is to be submitted
hereafter. The House appropriated a gen-

inches

Note:

Markets.

oil of sassafra
The oil of sassafras is
the eradicator,f the other oil merely the
vehicle. I believe common sassafras tea
would be wonderfully efficacious.

in reality, a fruit
its coverings. All
grain i occupied
of a powdery sub-

contains

mineral matter,

The Pope was insensible three hours, Sunday
moruing.
This symptom is not new but the

committee

cent.

that I can

SI

is Sold by all Druggists,
4

preparation, I fill with

for one drop canbe rubbed

or three

rich in nitrogenous, that is, flesh-forming
matter. Beyond this again there are six
thin coats or ceverings, containing much

‘ate.
bill,

per

cells, filled with a yellowish material,

exists at

fleeing

which

is,
and
the
full

starch of the wheat.
starchy mass is a Hi

The Italian Chamber has abolished capital
punishment.
The London Times states that the distress
among the mining population of Cornwall bas
become so great as to require an organized
charitable movement for their relief.
Lord
Derby
told a
political delegation
Wednesday that the British government had,as
yet,no intention of departing from its policy ol
neutrality in the Russo-Turkish war.
Germany has informed Switzerland that,
subject to ratification by the German parliament, it will contribute the further sum of two
million dollars toward the St. Gothard Rail
way.
.
A Bucharest correspondent reports that a
general bombardment of Plevna was begun on

The Senatorial struggle, so far as

Kellogg and Butler

The wheat grain
consisting of a seed
the middle part of
by large, thin cells,

Miscellancous—Foreign:

the Senate,and the speeches of the Senators
showed that they were weary and not pleased
at the manner in which they were pussing the
day.

ways,

as bone-forming and flesh-forming materials are concerned.
)
5

Island

tinued.

accomplished in

two

Vegetine

oil, and

husk is most nutritious, 5 far, at least, | ten seconds the fowl will be perfectly dry,

-

Nothing was

Middle Ground, Stratford Shoals, Long

fat to

complete-

Z

POND' EXTRACT.

REMEDY.

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS,
—In diseases of the kid.
neys the VEGETINE gives immediate relief. It
has never failed to cure when it is taken regular
ly, and directions followed. In many cases it
may take several bottles Sspecially cases of long
standing. It acts. directly upon
the secretions,
cleansing and girengthehing, removing all obstructions and impurities. A great many can testify to cases of long standing having been periect
ly cured by the VEGETINE, even after trying
many
of the known remedies which are said to
ex.
pressly for this disease.

quantity to different parts
the fowl, selecting those
the vermin would be most
the

/

.

THE CREAT BLoop PURIFIER

of every insect, and
to me its infallibility.
of oil of sassafras mixTo one ounce of oil of
six of sweet

.

\VEGETINE

as much or as little of the oil as I wish. A.
very small bit can be made to go a great

eleven.

proportion of gluten diminishes towards
the center of the seed, from which it follows that the part of the grain nearest the

super-

casting vote of the Vice—President. Thurman
raised the point that the Vice-President had
uo right to vote in such cases,but did not press

and the

failed me in

it a small oil-can, so

coarse flours contain twenty-two to

cent.

Life Insurance Company, of New York, was
Tuesday sentencedto five years in the State

carried by the

about

apply a small
of the body of
points where
apt to hide.
In applying

twenty-four parts of nitrogen and twenty
to forty parts of mineral matter; hence
the great loss by insisting upon the use of
fine white flour. The starch and sugar in
wheat flour amount to about. seventy per

publican,” who has been ill for several weeks,
suffered an attack of paraly+is of the brain on
Saturday morning, and is reported in a dying
condition.

Robert

+ case over that of Butler, and a motion to ‘pro-

THURSDAY.

and

of

roperty was destroyed by the recent flood in
ardy Co., W. Via. The cattle are suffering
and hundreds of farms are ruined.

Samuel Bowles, editor of

being

has never

sassafras put five or

While one thousand parts of fine flour contain but seventeen parts of nitrogenous
matter and seven parts mineral, seconds

Louisiana have petitioned Congress to send a
commission to investigate the log question, and
the conduct of the government agent at Pascagoula.

succeeded

in the Senate, with the assistance of Conover’s
vote, in obtaining precedence for the Kellogg
ceed with igs consideration was

Allen,

on Wednesday,

Tues-

all Monday night and until four o'clock

Elizabeth

breeder;

ly ridding my fowls
has demonstrated
It is simply the use
ed with sweet oil.

;

NATURE'S

John E. Roberts, in the Southern Poultry Journal,says :
a
L
Many fanciers use the carbolic' or (carbolated) powder, in order to rid their
fowls of lice and mites. It is considered the very best of remedies.
My plan
is one which, I think, is used by ho other

THE BREAD WE EAT,

months and 6 days, died in Charlestown, R. I.,

continued in session

The Senate

TUESDAY.

Mrs.

VERMIN ON POULTRY.
!"

In the use of flour for making bread, the
eye is gratified at the sacrifice of the most
nutritious elements.
Custom
ard pride
insist upon white bread.
The finer the
flour is dressed the whiter the bread that
it produces; yet in fine flour there is an
exclusion of everything except the strictly
farinaceous central part of the grain, and
this contains the least amount of nitrogenous matter.
A coarser
flour, though
yielding a bread less white, is far better
adapted to meet the requirements of those
who subsist upon it. Medium wheat usually yields from seventy-two to eighty per
cent. of good flour, and from five
to ten
per cent of bran. The amount of gluten
in flour ranges from eight to fifteen per

Miscellaneous—Domestic.

now threat-

Patterson

the session until noon.

burned

7

ate their STATE, as well as town

;

th

the new aud the old

address

when

and give

they or-

der a change in the direction of their paper. com
The Star goes to press Monday noon, and
munications for insertion ought to be here on Friday previous.
to
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the posttake newspapers and p erodicals from
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them
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8S. 8S. PAPERS.
;
Two Sabbath school papers, The Little Star
and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the Iaternational Series for
both adults and children,
Sample copies of any paper sent free.

Address,

REV, I, D. STUWART

DOVER, N. He

A. H, HULING. 46 Madison Bt., Chicago,
”
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The struggle for the control of
MoxDpaY.
the Senate began afresh, Edmunds leading the
Republicar side and Thurman the Democratic,
Patterson and Conover attempted their own
defense, but failed to place themselves in a
more favorable light. Edmunds proposed, as
an amendment to the resolution, to bring the
a
Butler case directly before the Senate,
resolution for an investigation of the alleged
corrupt bargain under which Patterson and
Conover are acting, but it was lost, Conover
voting against it and Patterson abstaining, and
work to extend
the Republicans then began
ons to vote against Kellogg in vetaliation
his treatment by the Republicans.

Rural and Domestic,

by the

was

1877.

Bu

Dbe. 1.)

Saturday,

ending

owned

Company,

LY

Pt bed pn

the week

Steamboat

at her dock in New York, Tuesday, entailing:
a loss of $175.000, on which there is an insurance of $120,000. ~Three colored seamen were
burned to deakb.
.
A terrific explosion occurred about two
o’clock, Wednesday morning, at 524 Second
avenue, N. Y., and shook the neighborhood for
blocks.
The ground floor of the house cons
tained a safe in which were $800 worth of securities and jewelry. The explosion was caused by burglars, who let fall a vial of dynamite,
The burglars, Peter Woods and English Tom,
have since been arrested.
The latter lost one
of his fingers from the explosion.

Congressional.
(For

Haven

5

fw

The steamer C. H. Northam,
New
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